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represented were:
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Following the program, a coordinator of all federal inves- for nationwide radio and tele—David Curtis of LaCenter, State University Foundatim
"As attorney general, Mr.
Logan, who will serve as potluck luncheon will be served. tigations of the Watergate con- vision time to talk to the nation Richardson will assume full restudent government president,
Alumni Association president All women of Murray and spiracy.
representing students.
on the Watergate case at 9 p.m. sponsibility and authority for
all federal
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See Sparks,Page 12)
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Dr. and Mrs. Harry M.
Sparks, soon to be leaving their
roles as president and first lady
That real bright tight Sunday of Murray State University,
was sunshine. It is dry.
were showered with gifts and
gratitude during the annual
Reader calls to say her son alumni banquet Saturday
brought in a baby bird. Told her evening.
Sparks, who announced plans
she should put it back where it
came from. Few people can in January to retire, has served
raise a baby bird. You literally as the university president
would have to poke worms down since January, 1968. He will
the bird all day long. Even then continue until the search for a
it is difficult to raise a baby successor by the board of
bird. Mama bird has little regents is decided.
Five representatives of
difficulty sinch she knows how
special
groups paid tribute and
to do it
made presentations to the
Spark.ses during the Alumni
We can see five new homes Association program. Those
going up just standing in our
yard.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LUDO= & TUCKS MR

The drought in Calloway County was broken over
the past two days with a total of 3.38 inches of rain
covering the county. This was the first "real" rain
since early March.
Members of the FBLA chapters of the Calloway
County High School and Murray College high School
attended the state meeting in Louisville. Both
chapters received honors at the state meeting.
Nicholas Terhune,Beverly Goode, Marian Belote,
Jeanne Steytler, Edwin Larson, Jr., and Elizabeth
Woods, members of the Older Youth Group of the
College Presbyterian Church, attended the Spring
Rally of Western Kentucky Presbytery Youth held
at Grand Rivers.
The Murray State College rifle team outclassed all
other Kentucky colleges in the first big Kentucky
college league rifle tournament held April 27 at the
University of Kentucky.

20 Years Ago Today.
LEDGER•TIMM PIM

The Rabies Mobile is touring Calloway County this
week in an attempt to get as many dogs vaccinated
as possible against hydrophobia.
Members of the cast of the play, "Papa Says No,"
to be presented by the seniors at Lynn Grove High
School on May 1 and 2 are Ann Eaker, Kelvin Morris,
Bobby Kemp, Bobby Pickard, Joette Lassiter,
Wilma Warren, Billy Fain, Robbie Joe Parks, Lou
Ann McCallon, Imogene Rogers, Lillie Adam's,
Martha Shultz, and Johnny West.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Hughes on April 28, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Elmo Boyd on April 28, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Hill on April 29. -Mrs. Eat'Huie:Murra9 florist, was guest speaker
at the meeting of the Garden Department of the
'Paducah Woman's Club.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Be not overcome of evil but overcome evil with
good.-Romans 12:21.

How easy it is to render like for like: Christ expects us to return good for all evil.

Religion In The News

Gambling Increasing Across U.S.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
---NEW YORK (AP) - The
United States, much of which in
the past sponsored gambling officially and then outlawed it, is
reviving the practice again in
many places.
A "gambling explosion" is
on, says the Rev. D. Paul M.
Minus Jr., of Delaware, Ohio, a
professor of church history.
Although the churches generally have remained silent on
the matter in recent times, he
says they should take up the
ethical issues involved in the
"country's drift toward the
questionable values of a gambling culture."
The particular target of his
criticisms. made in the ecume-

Jole Safety

14,000 Workers Killed
in Job Accidents,'72
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
America's industrial body
count remains virtually unchanged two years after a
sweeping federal job-safety act
took effect.
Sometimes the deaths make
headlines. A Staten Island gasstorage tank blew up in February, killing 40 men. In suburban Washington in March, tons
of concrete buried 14 workmen
when a section of a high-rise
apartment project collapsed.
But usually there is little publicity when a single worker is
buried in a caved-in trench,
struck dead by a fork-lift truck,
electrocuted or killed in some
other type of job accident.
About 14,000 workers were
killed in industrial accidents
last year, the National Safety
Council estimates. Roughly 2.4
million suffered disabling injuries. The economic cost is estimated at $9.8 billion. These figures are about equal
to those for 1970 when, of
course, the work force was
somewhat smaller. In that
year, Congress enacted the Occupational Safety and Health
Act which took effect two years
ago April M.
Since then, a small new agency in the Labor Department,
the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, has
worked in relative obscurity to
produce hundreds of pages of
hard-to-understand safety rules,
make 50,000 Inspections of highrisk workplaces and write 33,000 citations carrying fines of
$3.8 million.
But OSHA's efforts have produced no statistical evidence
that industry is any safer today
Mit two years ago. In fact,

due to improved federal statistics brought about by the jobsafety act, the number of job
injuries now appears to be
higher than estimated by the
safety council.
The council tends to make
the workplace appear safer
than it is because its figures
own
are based on reports of
members. They tend to be
more safety-conscious than
business in general.

it

times as deadly.
-The least lethal places to
work are in stores and factories. Trade and manufacturing
show a death rate less than
half the average. Auto, aerospace and electrical equipment
manufacturing seems particularly safe. Injury rates less
than one-third the average for
all industries.

The new job-safety act allows
the secretary of Labor to set
Still, they are the most com- mandatory safety standards for
prehensive figures available, nearly all the nation's employand will be for at- least two ers.
years, until the Bureau of LaA staff of 550 inspectors now
bor Statistics can begin to show enforces hundreds of pages of
trends with its new system.
detailed regulations spelling out
Here's what the safety council figures show:
-Job accidents kill almost
twice as many workers as
home accidents, and more than
half as many as molar-vehicle
accidents. For 1971, the most
recent year for which complete
statistical breakdown.; are
available, 14,300 workers died
in job accidents, 7,800 died in
home accidents, 8,600 died in
drownings, hunting accidents
and other public accidents and
25,100 died in highway accidents.
-lob accidents injured 2.3
million workers in 1971. Off-job
accidents injured less than half
as many more, 3.2 million, despite the fact that workers
spend less than a fourth of
their time on the job.
-Some occupations are far
deadlier than others. Mining
and quarrying, have a death
rate five times the average for
all industries. Construction is
314 times more lethal than average. Farming is nearly three

rules for such workplace matters as electrical equipment,
machinery, ladders and dust
levels.
Labor unions say the staff is
far too small to do the job.
Businessmen complain the
rules are too rigid, numerous
and costly for the average employer.
And the safety officials themselves say they shouldn't be
judged by the failure of job
casualties to head downward.
"It's too early," an OSHA
spokesman said. "We've said
all along it will take years."
Indeed, there is some early
evidence that OSHA may be
making thingii safer. Longshoremen nowTaist wear hardhats. Safety inspectors now find
30 per cent of plants to be free
of violations, compared with 20
per cent in the agency's early
.days. And, although the body
count hasn't changed much in
the last two years, the American workforce has- grown by
several million.

nical weekly, Christian Century, is the spreading pattern of
state-run lotteries, legalized in
eight states in the last nine
years.
Similar steps are being
sidered in 10 other states. At
least 10 states also are thinking
of following New York City's
lead into the business of operating off-track -betting parlors
on horse races.
Although most Protestant
churches, particularly Methodists and Baptists, traditionally
have opposed gambling and
hotly challenged widespread
moves 18 years ago legalizing
bingo games, there has been
scant religious reaction to the
present trend.

since has been authorized in
Connecticut,
Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Maryland, with others considering it.
The current trend, however,
is not the first time states have
used lotteries. Between 1790
and 1870, according to Harvard
University historian John S.
Ezell, 24 of the then 36 states
sponsored lotteries to raise
money.

nouncing he was planting lettuce, radishes, onions, string
beans, garlic, squash, peppers
and tomatoes as a protest
against government farm subsidies.
An aide said Conte has drawn
letters from irate farmers who
complain they have a hard life
in the best of times and that his
remarks were unfair. An equal
number of other letters applauded him, the aide said.
Seed merchandisers report
sales up generally, but some
see higher prices and supply
problems later on.
One seed company executive,
Albert Bijou of Dallas, Tex.,
said the severe weather this
spring has caused many seeds
to fail to germinate and must
be replaced. He predicted seed
prices will double by next fall.
Bijou is vice president and
general manager of Nicholson
Seed Stores, which does business over the northern half of
Texas. Many seed producers
have been discouraged by low
prices and have turned to other
crops.
Dr. John Lawson, Texas state
horticulturist, estimates there
are about 85 million home gardeners now. Those are increasing at the rate of one million a
year, he said. The interest in
small mini-gardens, roughly 10
by 12 feet, is almost as large as
during World War II, Lawson
said.
What about starting livestock
operations in backyards?
Maybe a miniranch as well as
a minigarden?
The Agriculture Department,
in addition to its many bulletins
on vegetable gardens, also has
one called, "Raising Livestock

CENTRAL
CINEMAS
Of

TI,. Finest lot Movie Enfforfolom•nt

on Small Farms." It includes
advice on how to raise chickens, ducks, geese, dairy cows,
goats, sheep, rabbits, hogs and
even squabs, young pigeons.
One reminder, according to
the bulletin: Check local ordinances before buying poultry or
livestock. You may find that
rutabagas are far less bothersome than roosters,
For less venturesome families single copies of these pubii
cations are available free
through county extension offices, members of Congress or
directly from the Department
of Agriculture. Office of Information, W ashi ngto n , D C
20250:
"Growing Vegetables At
Home,Home and Garden Bulletin No. 202;" and "Minigardens
for Vegetables, Home and Garden Bulletin No. 163."

Guns kill 345
in 1 week in U.S.
In one week in April, 345
men, women and children
were shot and killed in the
United States, a recent survey
revealed, representing a 40
per cent increase over a survey made four years ago.
Of the death& 236 were classified as murders, 89 as suicides and 20 as accidents,
some of the dead being victims of robbers, some policemen killed on duty and some
shot during family quarrels
with pistols responsible for at
least 41.4 per cent of the murders.

* OPEN EVERY NIGHT *

Dr. Clint Turnquist, a University of Minnesota vegetable expert, says people seem to like
doing outdoor work and having
their own fresh produce.
"Maybe it's partly because of
the high food pricesaut I think
people are just gelling in the
But cases of fraud and public swing, getting on the bandprotests against victimization wagon of growing gardens,"
of the poor started a reverse Turnquist said,
trend in which all of the state
Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, Rlotteries of that period even- Mass., helped publicize vegetually were prohibited.
table gardening recently by an-

The current moves for state
lotteries and other gambling
activities are being pressed as
a means of raising needed additional revenue without intensifying the upwardopiral of
already painfully high taxes.
While Roman Catholicism
does not consider gambling sinful in itself, many of its leaders
lately have discouraged bingo
as a means of fund-raising, but
have had little to say about the
spread of state gambling operations.
Dr. Minus, who teaches at
Ohio's Methodist Theological
School, says that for the
churches to ignore the expanding gambling pattern is-to
deny their responsibility to ate
poor.
He says that while state lotteries attract about the Same
proportion of participants of
each economic stratum, from
high-income people to the impoverished, it is the poor who
are victimized.
Dr. Minus contends that "in
spite of aggressive merchandising, state lotteries have not netted as much revenue" as predicted - usually only a fraction
of a per cent of the state budget. Nor, he adds, have they
crippled operations of illegal
gambling syndicates.
A state lottery was instituted
by New Hampshire in 1964, and
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The British and Foreign
Bible Society increased distribution of the Bible and, excerpts from it by 50 per cent in
Britain last year, with a total
of 262,655 Bibles, 147,298 Testaments and portions and selection*from the Bible being
distributed.
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More people are
turning to the Bible

The Society says there is a
growing tendency "to turn in
these times' of confusion and
anxiety to the Scriptures in
the belief and expectation that
guidance can be found in
them "

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Soaring food prices are driving millions of families into backyard
spading and vegetable planting
this spring in what may be the
biggest outbreak of greenthurnbery since World War II
Victory gardens.
A limiting factor, according
to a survey by The Associated
Press, has been the severe
weather this spring. As heavy
rains, unseasonal snows and
have
cold
temperatures
throttled farmers, so have
would-be gardners been denied
their salad days.
The big push for home-grown
tomatoes, corn, lettuce, radishes and other garden goodies
seems to be building tin . however.
At the Department of Agriculture, where dozens of different pamphlets and brochures
on gardening are turned out, officials say orders appear to be
increasing from county extension offices and members of
Congress where such information is available free of charge.
One popular item is "Minigardens for Vegetables" which
explains and illustrates how tomatoes, radishes, chives, green
peppers and other species can
be grown in window boxes, old
pails arid even flower pots.
Is spading up the backyard
badminton court for tomatoes,
beans, peas and corn worth it?
Depends how big you want to
be. If you have to invest $50 to
$100 in new equipment, everything from hoes to fancy cultivators, fertilizer, pesticides,
gloves, overalls and sunbonnets, maybe not.
On the other hand, packets of
seed can be bought usually in
small quantities for a few dollars. Tomato plants, ready to
set out, cost more, depending
on how large they are.
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WED. 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.
See "WALKING TALL" at 7:30 & 10:00
If you've already seen "WALKING
TALL " and want to meet Sheriff
Pusser come to the CAPRI from
7:30 til 9:00 and we will try to
accomodate you.
.4
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10458, Givens, Teddy & Jack
14420, McGee,Lynn T.
5.55
6.46
5839, Abell, Leonard F..
10463, Gleiber, Wm. A.
14526, Nance, Avalow
4.92
6.32
5840, Abell, Leonard E
10474. Gobble, Thomas, J. or Bettie R. Jr.
14589, Nelson,L. Eric
5.23
5.86
5945, Adsit, Glenn
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10477, Godwin,Joe E.
25.54
7.10
5961, Ahart, William
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6.46
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15.72
32.39
6054, Allen, William H.
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10494, Gooch, Larry G.
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13.26
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9.55
41.23
63.%
12.02
7.10
14.78

16599, Schoellharner, Richard
16676, Scull. A.H .
16733,Shamblin, Jerry B.
16803, Shepard, Russell D.
.R. D.
6891:shrShreveevee. Fther
16894
Lather
16909, Sieting, Robert L.
16923, Simmons,Kenneth
16938, Simpson, KR.
17010, Smith.Clyde
17044, Smith. Herman J.
17058, Smith, Joe C.
17060, Smith, Joe David
17070, Smith. Kathryn Palmer
17100, Smith,Sgt. Paul
17241, Spencer, Jesse
17242, Spencer,Jesse E. Jr. &Kenneth E. Harrell
17243, Spencer,Jesse E. Jr.& Kenneth Harrell
17244, Spencer, Jesse & Kenneth Harrell
17245, Spencer, Jesse & Ken Harrell
17246, Spenc•er, Jesse
17266, Spoonamore,Thomas N
17344, Starks, Louis G.
17400, Stephenson, Donald
17418,Stevenson, Fred W
17420, Stewart, Betty
1'7438, Stewart. Reginald
17510, Stone, Trellis
17614, Suiter, Callie
17628,Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen
17653, Sweetwater Lake Inc.
17700, Tancrede,Sgt. Donald T
17747, Taylor, Joe B.
17803, Thomas , Alfred G.
17844, Thomason, Mark
17849, Thompson, Charles E.
17864, Thompson,George W.
17865, Thompson. George W.
17994, Tibbs, Louise E.
18054. Todd, Herbert
18128, Trosper, John R.
18178, Tumilowics, Mike
18181, Turk, R.B.
18229, Turner, Ray
18307, Utterback, A.W. Jr.

51.39
4.63
6.46
7.71
7.71
6.15
5.86
5.86
18.19
33.62
8.94
5.86
20.05
7.71
9.55
5.23
$4.92
4.92
5.86
18.68
7.71
33.03
5.23
79.58

7.1Ci •
47.18
4.92
5.36
710
6.78
18.80
75.93
8.32
6.711
7.71
4.9/
20.97
65.69
646
145.89.
19.43
13.26
189.08 •
13.26
34.85
5.86
37.94
8.32
50.28
5.23
4.63
36.63
4.92
5.86
7.10
12.61
4.92
7.71
53.35
35.06
7.1C1
9.55
6.71,
22.51
7.10
11.40
16.3i
13.%
5.80
4.63
10.17
8.94
6.46
523
44.94
6.46
127.38
139
81.18
5.55
586
6.46
5.23
5.23
7.10
7.10
5.86
6.15

18360, Veach, Rodney L.
18438, Walker,Earl R.
18445, Walker,Frank
18459, Walker, James R.
18532, Walters, Joel W.
18582, Warren, William A.
18599, Wathen,Charles D.
18686, Wells, Billy
18702, Wells, Philip C.
18750, Weston, Wilbur & Ethel
18764, Wheeler, John E
18767, Wheeler. Oynaul .1.
18768, Wheeler, Oynaul J.
18785, White, Donnie Ray
18803, White, Jimmy
18837, Whitnell, Minus
18977, Williams, James M.
18989, Williams, L.H.
19033, Williamson, Clyde V. Jr

18.80
4.92
4.92
6.46
91.93

$10.05
4.92
5.23
6.78

19180, Winarski, John W.
19181, Winarski, Tammy Yvonne
19226, Winsett. Anthony W.
19235, Winter, Paul
2251. Witherspoon,C.H.
1,
19367, Wyatt, Glen E.
19387, Wynn,Harlin
19401, Yates,James M.
19411, Yeltema, James
19415, Yopp,John L.
19460. Young,Robert
19498, Ziegler. Norman E

7.30
5.23
22.94
14.49
4.92
4.92
23.33
11.23
10.17
22.30
16.34
7.39
22.51
4.92
7.71
6,46
10.17
8.94
32.39
4.63
12.02
7.10
13.20
7.39..
8.32
7.10
5.23
7.51
69.40
4.92
4.92
5.86
10.55
8.32
24.66
6.46
5.23
25.60
4,92
4.63
8.94
90.58
5.23
37.62
44.11
7.55
5.23
5.23
13.26
4.92
6.00
5.86
12.02
4.92
$5.23
5.23
51.51
4.92
4.63
8.94

5416
9-.55
5.86
6.78
4.92
5.23
142 82
8.94

MOTORWAYS

Powder paint
saves gas
By JON THOMPSON
Copley News Service
We all know what a drag it
is to have to paint something.
It can really get messy,
what with thinner, mixing
buckets ana all the other various and sundry pieces of
equipment that seern to be required.
_ Just think how much easier
it would all be if by some bit of
magic you could get paint to
go on in powder form.
Well,equipment that will do
just that, apply paint to automobiles in powder form, is
now being developed by General Motors.
Alex Joyce, a GM manufacturing development staff engineer, says one of the reasons powder painting is being
looked at by the giant car
maker is because of a hopedfor reduction or total elimination of paint solvent emissions.
A second reason, he says, is
to conserve natural gas. "Approximately one-half of the
winter gas consumption of the
company's assembly plants in
northern states is used to heat
the spray booth fresh air supply. Powder painting requires
considerably less fresh air
during application, so less
would have to be heated,- he
•
says.
A third advantage of
powder paint, Joyce says, is
the elimination of a hard-todispose-of paint sludge.
Describing GM's equipment
developnients for powder
painting. Joyce says the company has concentrated on
automatic systems that can
be used to apply up to 80 per
cent of a car's finish
The remaining 20 per cent

can then be applied using
manual powder spray equipment that is already commercially available.
GM is testing two different
types of systems. The first
will apply only a single color
but all the oversprayed paint
powder can be recovered for
reuse.
With the second system, up
to eirtit different colors can be
used selectively. The equipment can be switched from
one color to another in a matter of seconds. Overspray,
however, cannot be collected
and reused with this system.
Joyce says both systems
have proved themselves to be
technically feasible.
But, he says, some actual
production experience will be
required before the company
makes up its mind if it wants
to use either of the two systems and if so, which one.
+++
Q. What is the advantage of
AS electronic fuel injection
system such as the one on the
Volvo 164E' — G.P. Ha rtsfield, Cameron, Tex.
A. Fuel injection does just
that, injects fuel. In precise
amounts though, something a
carburetor can't do.
This means your engine
gets just the gas it needs for
smooth combustion, in just
Att
the right mixture.
Automotive questions of
general interest will be anse ere. In this column. If you
% C a question about )our
car, motorcycle, boat or
recreational vehicle write
Motorways, Copley Nests
Service, in care of this nee spaper.

J
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Pittsburgh Hands Dodgers Two
Wins In Doubleheader Sunday

Calloway Takes 1-0 Win Over
Murray High In Season Opener
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Dan Thompson and Charlie
Rains are looking forward to
American Legion Baseball this
summer. That way the two
young pitchers can combine
their talent and form the
nucleus of an established
mound corps.
But for the time being,
Thompson and Rains are pitching for two different ballclubs
and unfortunately one of them
had to take a tough loss
Saturday
Thompson hurled a two hit
shutout and rapped three hits
himself as Calloway County
took a 1-0 win over Murray High
in the season opener for both
dubs.
Because of the recent spring
monsoon, both teams have had
the first half of their schedules
rained out. In fact, the game at
Holland Field Saturday wasn't
even on the schedule but the sun
was shining and so because of
the proximity of the two
schools, the game was
scheduled.
Had it not been for a break for
Calloway County,Thompson
and Rains might still be on the
mound.
Rains had retired the first two
men in the ninth inning and then
the trouble began.
Randy Conner poked a single
tau left. After Greg Howard
had taken a pitch from Rains,
Conner broke for second and the
throw from the catcher went
into center. Conner scooted on
over to third and the game
winning situation was set up.
Howard hit a low roller down
to third and the Murray High

third-baseman knocked the ball
down and threw to first where
Howard went head first into the
bag.
Howard was safe at first and
Conner crossed the plate with
the lone run of the game.
The Tigers threatened in the
ninth inning when Dean Willis
led off with an infield single.
Willis was forced out at second
when Cathey just missed
grounding into a double-play.
Cathey stole second and
following the steal, pinch hitter
Gary Dic was intentionally
passed. Ricky Garland struck
out and Johnny Wilson
grounded out from short to first
and the game ended.
Calloway County had two men
on in the first inning and could
not score and runners were on
in the
second and third
following frame but a ground
out and a strikeout ended the
threat.
In the third inning, the Lakers
put men at second and third but
a strikeout ended the inning.
The greatest Laker threat
came in the fourth when David
Thorn led off with a walk and
Keith Wilkerson reached on an
error. After a butt out by
Chadwick, Mir sacrificed to
move the runners to second and
third.
The inning ended with Thorn
being-caught on a close play on
an attempted steal of home.
Murray High never got a man
past second base in the game.
In fact, the Tigers hit only three
balls out of the infield during the
extra inning affair.
Two men reached on walks in
the second but were stranded.
An error and a walk in the third

put two Tigers on bat Rick
Scarbrough came up with a fine
play on a roller to third by Mike
Cathey to end the inning.
The first hit for Murray High
came in the fifth when Glenn
Jackson signled to left. The
Tigers did not threaten again
until the bottom of the ninth.
Thompson went the distance
and
for Calloway County
fanned 12 while walking only
Cow. Thompson, a 6-4 senior,
relied mainly on his sweeping
curve and his fastball.
Rains turned in a superb
mound effort as he fanned nine
and walked five men.
Murray High will play hoe. to
Paducah Tilghman at 4:30 p.m.
while Calloway hosts North
Marshall Tuesday at 4 p.m.
Laker'
Conner-2-1)
Howard-c
Thompson-p
Scarbrough-eb
Dowdy-cf
Thorn-rf
Wilkerson-If
Chawick-es
Miller-lb
Totals
Tigers

Colonels Confer To
Decide-On Protest

5 1 1
30 1
50 3
4 0 0
30 0
30 1
30 0
40 0
30 1
33. 1..7

40
40
30
30
30
40
30
30
30
00
10. 0. 2
Totals
000 000 001 1-7-2
Calloway
Murray High 000 000 000 041-3

Jackson-cf
Hewitt-1f
Willis-ro
Cathey-c
Suiter-lb
Garland-rf
Wilson-3b
Ftesig-ss
Rains-a
Dick-ph

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Colonels officials conferred today to decide whether
to file an official protest of Saturday's 111-107 overtime loss to
the Indiana Pacers in the final
round of the American Basketball Association playoffs.
Meanwhile, the second game
in the best-of-7 series will be
played tonight in Louisville.
The Colonels announced they
were playing Saturday's game
under protest in the third period after referee Norm Drucker
whistled center Artis Gilmore
for a three-second lane violation. On the play, Gilmore took
a pass on an in-bounds play
and put the ball in the basket.
Coach Joe Mullaney pointed
out that only two seconds had
ticked off on the clock.
"We have viewed the game
on our video tape and it is
clear that no three-second violation occurred," president-general manager Mike Storen said
Sunday.
"The problem is that the official has the perogative of making the determination of the expiration of the time. And that
supersedes the mechanical devices," he said.
An official protest with the
league office must be filed
vrithin 48 hours along with $500.
"I'm only aware of one protest that ever has been upheld," Storen said. "The question is whether it is worth

Chicago Takes Second Victory
Over Red Sox At Fenway Park
By HERSCHEL. NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Despite a mar of weekend
victories, the Chicago White
Sox don't care much for Fenway Park., and lately it hasn't
been home,sweet, home for the
Boston Red Sox, either.
"I don't like this park," Dick
Allen said Sunday after swatting a home run into the center
field bleachers during Chicago's 5-0 trimming of the Red
Sox.
"I don't like this park; I really don't," echoed Bill Melton,
who found the bleachers with a
two-run homer in the third inning after Allen drove in the
White Sox' first run with a
groundout.
This team just needs a
break," said Boston Manager
Eddie Kasko, whose club has
dropped seven of its last eight
Fenway frolics and dropped
into last place in the American
League East.
Elsewhere in the AL, Oakland edged Baltimore 4-3, the
New York Yankees took a doubleheader from Minnesota 6-3
and 11-1, Detroit whipped Kansas City 6-1, Texas downed Milwaukee 2-1 and Cleveland
nipped California 3-2.
In the National League, Los
Angeles took two from Pittsburgh 9-8 in 13 innings and 2-1,
St. Louis trounced San Francisco 8-3, New York shaded Atlanta 1-0, Chicago lathered San
Diego 10-4, Cincinnati drubbed
Philadelphia 8-0 and Houston
edged Montreal 4-3.
Explaining his dislike for
Fenway Park, Melton said:
"It's the way they'plidi to you,
going for the corners, either
away or inside. If it's inside,
you have to pull the ball, but
you know it's probably a bad
pitch." •
The teat four outings have
been good to the White Sox,
who have won seven of eight
road games and pushed past
Kansas City into first place in
the AL West.
Oakland's Catfish Hunter, a
21-game winner last year, finally posted his first 1973 triumph.
although he needed help from
Rollie Fingers in the ninth,
when Baltimore scored all its
runs on a homer by Bobby
Grich and Brooks Robinson's
two-run single.
The Yankees continued their
'new-fourid stickwork,'cracking
out 23 hits`
sweepitig the
Twins. The- barrage included
four singles, a double and five
runs batted in by slump-ridden
Ron Blomberg and a borne run
.and three singles by Graig Nettles. Mel Stottlernyre scattered
seven hits in the opener 'and
Fritz Peterson and Lindy

la

McDaniel did the same in the
nightcap.
Detroit's Joe Coleman scattered eight Kansas City hits in
joining Chicago's Wilbur Wood
as the majors' first five-game
winners and battery-mate Duke
Sims hit a two-run homer. It
was only Kansas City's second
loss in nine road games but sufficed to drop the Royals out of
the lead in the West Division.
They trail the White Sox by .048

Baseball
Standings

NBA Playoffs
By The Associated Press
The schedule for the National
Basketball Association's championship series between the
New York Knicks and-the Los
Angeles Lakers (all times
ETYTI.
Tuesday, May 1,'at Los Angeles,
. Thursday. May 3, at Los Angeles. 10:30 p.m.
Sunday May 6, at New York,
10 p m
Tuesday; May .8, tit New
'York, I. 30 p.m
.
Thursday, May 10, if necessary, at Los Angeles, 18:30
pm
Sunday, May 13, if necessary,
at New York.,time to be announced
Tuesday. May 15, if necessary, at Los Angeles; 10 0.111.

He and Yarborough had
hooked up in a rib-snorting duel
for the final 125 miles in Sunday's race. They ran much of
that distance either side by side
or front bumper to rear bumper. And they appeared headed
for a sizzling finish until Yarborough sealed his own fate
with only about six laps remaining.
The 36-year-old Yarborough,
wheeling Junior Johnson's
Chevrolet, cut inside Pearson in
a frantic effort to get around
the leader and spun around in
the fourth turn. That miscue
gave the wily Pearson the
breather he needed, and he
cruised home to pick up the
511,000 first place check.

Barbara Renner
Wins Honda Classic

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W L. Pct. G.B.
10 9 576 —
daltimore
10 10 500
Detroit
q 9 500
va
Milwaukee
9 10 .47/ 1
York
New
12 .429 2
Cleveland
10 .412 2
Roston
West
10 5 .661—
Chicago
13 8 .619—
Kansas City
9 B 529 2
California
9 8 .529 2
Minnesota
9 11 .450 3I2
Oakland
6 10 .375 411,2
Texas
Saturday's Games
New York 11 Minnesota 3
Chicago 2, Boston 1
Kansas City 7, Detroit 4
Baltimore 2, Oakland 1
Milwaukee a, Texas 3
California 5, Cleveland 0
Sunday's Games
New York 6 11, Minnesota
Chicag0 5, Boston 0
Detroit 6, Kansas City I
Oakland 4, Baltimore 3
Cleveland 3, California 2
Texas 1, Milwaukee 1
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game'"'
All Starting Times EDT
Kansas City at New York.
7 30 p m
Texas at Boston, 7 30 ID rn
California at Detroit, 8
Milwaukee,
Oakland at,
m
at
Cleveland
Minnesota
pm
Baltimore at Chicago, 9 p

AKRON, Ohio (AP) - What
National League
de yeti do for an ericore?
W.'L. Pet. G Ft
York
12 8 .600
New
That's the question Barbara
11 8 .579
Chicago
Renner of Cleveland must be Pittsburgh
a 6 .571 1
asking'herself after winning
9 9 .500 2
—the Philadelphia
7 11 .389 4
Montreal'
$55,000 Honda Classic Saturday
3 15 167 8
St. Louis
in her first outing as a profesWest
Francisco 18 6 750
San
sional bowler.
13 8 619 3'
Miss Renner, 31, a book- Cincinnati
14 10 583 4
Houston
keeper until turning pro, pock- Los Angeles
11 11
500 6
2 13 350 ro
Atlanta
eted the $5,000 first prize, larg7 15 318 10
San Diego
est on the Professional Women
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles 3, Pittsburgh 2
Brawlers Association tour, after
Chicago 7, San Diego 0
Whipping Judy Cook Of GrandSan Francisco I, St Louis 0
view, Mo., 235-207, in thefinal
New York ,I, Atlanta 7
Philadelphia 1, Cincinnati 0
game olthe tournament SaturHouston 5, Montreal 3
day.
41111dalieS.• Games

Quintet in Hospital
LOS ANGEIES(AP) — Mexico's Isaac Quintas, who suffered -a brain injury during a
boxing match- last Thursday
night, remained in serious condition but "does seem to be improving," a hospital spokesman
said.
The 25-year-o1d welterweight
collapsed into a coma after losing the 10-round decision to Renato Garcia of Chile.

Los Angeles 9 2, Pittsburgh
I. 1st, 13 innings
Chicago 10, San Diego 4
St Leans 8, San Francisco
New York 1. Atlanta 0
Cincinnati 8, Philadelphia
Houston 4, Montreal 3
• Monday's Games
.
No games Scheduled
Tuesday's Ga/nes
HoustOn at Philadelphia
n m
Montreal at Atlanta, 8 p in •
St Louis at San Diego, 10 y•
•
pm

eviesurim- ss--san.-Frerecisre
II p.m
Chicago at Los Angeles, .1 ,
Om

Only games' scheduled'

League East champions
dropped a 9-8 decision in 13 innings in the first game and 2-1
in the second.
The Pirates, who opened as
one of the hottest teams in
baseball with an 8-1 record,
dropped to third place at 8-6,
one game off the pace of the
East-leading New York Meta.
It isn't Panicsville yet,
though, said Virdon.
"There's no reason to panic,"
said the Pirate manager "I

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Casper-Trevino match
to aid heart victims
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Fifty years ago golf was
called a game only the
wealthy could afford. Today
at Last it is being recognized
not only as a sport in which
Americans
some
. 15 million
participate, but a game with a
heart as well
More and more U.S. golf
peofessionals, many of them

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (35 at
mon, 429 Maddox,
bats)—Firly.
SF, .392.
RUNS- Bonds, SF 21; Wynn,
Htn, 20
RUNS BATTED IN- Morgan,
Cm n 17. Watson Htn, IS, Wynn,
Htn, 16
HITS—Fuentes,
SF.
34,
Bonds, SF, 32
DOUBLES- Cedeno.Htn. It
Bonds, SF, 9
TRIPLES—Maddox, SF. 3
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
7. Wynn. Htn, 7
STOLEN
BASES- -Morgan,
Cm, 11, Cedeno. Htn, 8
PITCHING 13 De6sions,),,
Koosman NY,.40. 1 000, 1 06;
Bmllingharn Cin. 40, 1 000, 2 78
STRIKEOUTS—Carlton,
Phi,
37. Sutton LA, 36

The Gilmore basket was one
of two key field goals scored by
Kentucky but disallowed by the
officials.
Guard Jimmy O'Brien connected on a jump shot with 35
seconds left that would have
percentage points.
given Kentucky the game 102Run-scoring singles by Dave 100 in regulation time.
Nelson and Toby Harrah with
However, the referees cantwo out in the ninth inning lift- celled the shot, saying that the
ed Texas over Milwaukee and 36-second clock had expired. A
AMERICAN LEAGUE
prevented the Brewers from television re-run showed the
BATTING V35 at bats
ig
M Munson:
/*Keil*, Chi, ..;
moving into first place in the call to be correct.
.382.
East.
RUNS—Patok, KC, 19; may
Regulation time ended with
berry, KC, 37; ons, KC, /7.
Cleveland tied California on
score 100-100. Freddie
the
RUNS BATTED IN —MAYan eighth-inning homer by Lewis scored dent of Indiana's berry,
KC, 19; Melton. Chi, 16,
rookie Charlie Spikes, his sixth,
HITS—Rojas, KC, 27; mun-Wair-N-Y,
and won on a circuit by George
DOUBLES—Roias, KC, 9;
Hendrick in the ninth off win0.Allen, Chi, J.; Kirkpatrick,
0-4.
Wright,
KC, 6. Otis, KC, 6. '
less Clyde

David Pearson Battles
For Virginia 500 Win
By BLOYS BRITT
AP Auto Racing Writer
MARTINSVILLE, Va. AP)
— "Good Lord," said David
Pearson. "There ought to be an
easier way of making a living."
Pearson. 38. had manhandled
a 3,800-pound Mercury stock
car for 3 hours. 44 minutes and
32 seconds, battled close friend
Cale Yarborough tooth and nail
every minute of it, and finally
won the 18th annual Virginia
500 Sunday before a standing
room only crowd variously eStimated at 37,000 to 29,000 at
Martinsville tideedway.
-I'm not knocking the race
track " said the dog-tired Pearson rubbing blistered hands.
-But running 500 laps here is
harder than trucking 500 miles
at a bigger track. say Talladega or Daytona "
The Martinsville oval measuring just over half a mile
around and almost as flat as a
pancake. is a key stop on the
Winston Cup Grarai National
circuit of the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing NASC,ARI

11 points in the overtime, including four points in the final
17 seconds.
Lewis led the Western Division champions with 29 points
and Dan Issel had 33 for Kentucky.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
You really have to hand it to
the Los Angeles Dodgers. The
Pittsburgh Pirates did Sunday.
"We aren't playing well," admitted Pittsburgh Manager Bill
Vim-don in an obvious understatement after his floundering
Pirates lost a doubleheader for
their fifth straight setback.
"It's too early to worry about
the standings," said Virdon
after the three-time National

TR I PLES—E.OrInkman, Oct.
3; Nisle, min, 3.
HOME RUNS—Fisk, But. 6;
Spikes, dc, 6; Melton, Chi, 6.
STOLEN
BASES—Norp,
Oak, 7. Aiomar, Cal, 6; Peek,
KC, 6.
PITCHING (3 Decisions)—
Paul, Tex, 30, 1.000, 3.04; ColeS I, .633, TOIL
STRIKEOUTS-14.12yen, Cal,
5.4; G.Perry, Cle, 38

Shula, Allen Honored
BOSTON ( API — Coaches
Don Shula of the Miami Dolphins and George Allen of the
Washington Redskins will be
honored at the second annual
New England Pro Football Dinner May 20 at the Hynes Memorial Auditorium.
Others named- for awards
during the weekend were Art
Rooney, owner of the Pittsburgh Steelers, and running
backs 0.3. Simpson of the Buffalo Bills and Larry Brown of
the Redskins.

Sessions Wins
ROSSBURG, Ohio (AP) —
Sam Sessions of Nashville,
Mich., 1972 USAC champion,
won the USAC 40-lap sprint car
feature at Eldora Speedway
Sunday.
Rollie Beale of Toledo, Ohio,
took sects-rid piece and Lee Kunzman of Guttenberg, Iowa,
came in third followed by Billy
Cassella of Weirton, W. Va.,
and Don Nordhorn of Wadesville. Ind
K unzma n still leads the
sprint driving standings with
202 points.

Two Golds
ENCINO.Calif. I AP) — Reno
Olsen captured two gold-siedalsand Nils Fredborg another as
Denmark swept all three international' events in the 'U.S.
Grand prix of bicycle racing.
Olsen won the 32-mile Busch
Gardens road-.race' Saturday
and the miss and out finals in
which the last rider on each lap
is called out of the race. Fredborg, an Olympic }told medal
winner at Munich, won the 3,000 meters edging' Frenchmen
Gerard Quentyn and Pierre
Trends) by less than a foot

prominent tour players, are
donating their time to exhibition matches which draw big
crowds and thousands of dollars for charity. Their own organization, the Professional
Golfers' Association, annually
sponsors an exhibition which
gathers in money — more
than $100,000 each year — to
help educate caddies and promote tournaments for amputees, among other things.
Men like Billy Casper, Lee
Trevino, Jack Nicklaus and
Arnold Palmer make it a habit to compete in charity exhibitions whenever they don't
conflict with regular tour
commitments. •
Matter of fact, Casper and
Trevino will meet head-tohead in an 18-hole charity
match May 7 over the rolling
hills of the San Diego Country
Club at Chula Vista, Calif.
Window dressing will be comedian Bob Hope and actor
Jack Lerrunon as amateur
partners, along with a celebrity-packed gallery. But golf
experts will be watching to
see whether Casper, recently
off his long winning streak,
can outlast Trevino, who has
won two tournaments already
this year -and more than
$100,000 in prize money.
Casper,though he is playing
sound golf these days, hasn't
won since late in 1971, when he
captured the Kaiser International and won $107,276 for the
year, 10th on the money list.
Last year Billy slipped back
to 41st with only $55,475 in
winnings, while Trevino was
picking up $214,805 for second
highest money behind Nicklaus' incredible $320,542.
Recurrent flu and allergy
flareups have hampered Casper's game in the last two
years. Now he is hitting the
ball well again and finishing
high up in tour competition
week after week. In the recent
Greater Greensboro, N.C.,
(1pen, Billy was tied for the
lead at the three-quarter
mark. While he slipped to a

third place tie in the last 18
holes, Casper nevertheless
shaded Trevino by six strokes
over the 72 holes.
The Casper-Trevino match
will be played on Billy's home
territory --- he is a resident of
Chula Vista - and on a course
where he competed even in
his amateur days during the
early 1950s
But Billy has more than that
going for him May 7
Proceeds from the match, a
forenoon brunch honoring
Trevino and a dinner that everung, will go ap help finance a
fully equipped intensive and
cardiac care unit for a new
Chula Vista Community Hospital.
"Over the years I've played
golf to help many causes,"
Casper recalls. "Bilt since I
make my home in Chula
Vista, this is one which is
truly close to my heart."
Top-flight players like Casper and Trevino receive anywhere from $5,000 to $15,000 in
"appearance" money for noncharity exhibition matches.
Their rivalry, already beginning to attract tickat buyers
from all over Southern California, is expected to earn
enough to assure installation
of one of the finest intensivecardiac care units in the nation at the nonprofit hospital
not far from Casper's home.
"If you save a heart, you
save a life," Casper says.
"Lee and I will try to beat
each other, as we always do,
but the real winners will be
those who later are treated in
the new cardiac unit.
-I can't thank Lee enough
for making thg match possible, and it's going to hurt me
to beat him."
Casper rates Trevino along
with Palmer as golf's greatest
influences for good in the last
decade

think we'll eventually play
well."
In the other National League
games Sunday, the Chicago
Cubs walloped the San Diego
Padres 10-4; the St. Louis Cardinals trimmed the San Francisco Giants 8-3; the New York
Mets beat the Atlanta Braves 10; the Cincinnati Reds stopped
the Philadelphia Phillies 8-0
and the Houston Astros defeated the Montreal Expos 4-3.
In the American League, the
New York Yankees took a doubleheader from the Minnesota
Twins 6-3 and 11-1; the Chicago
White Sox downed the Boston
Red Sox 5-0; the Detroit Tigers
turned back the Kansas City
Royals 6-1; the Oakland A's
beat the Baltimore Orioles 4-3,
the Cleveland Indians nipped
the California Angels 3-2 and
the Texas Rangers edged the
Milwaukee Brewers 2-1.
One of the Pittsburgh mistakes Sunday was a fat pitch
by reliever Ramon Hernandez.
He laid it down the middle for
Tom Paciorek and the Dodger
youngster drilled it for a double
to knock in the winning run in
the 13th inning of the four-hour
opener.
Another was an error by first
baseman Bob Robertson
allowed the Dodgers to score
their first run in the nightcap
and Willie Davis drove in the
deciding run with a triple.
Pinch-hitter Paul Popovich
delivered a two-run single in a
four-run, sixth-inning flurry as
Chicago downed San Diego. The
win was the second of the year
for Ferguson Jenkins.
Lou Brock's bases-loaded
triple following a two-out error
by San Francisco third baseman Ed Goodson capped a sixrun rally in the sixth inning to
pull St. Louis past the Giants.
The Cardinals are currently
buried in the NL East cellar
with a 3-15 record.
• Unbeaten Jerry Koosman
hurled a four-hitter and notched
his fourth victory of the year in
New York's staccess over Atlanta. The Mets scored the only
run of the game in the second
Inning on Jerry Grote's sacrifice fly.
Jack Billingham pitched a
five-hitter and struck out nine
and Bobby Tolan drove in five
runs with two doubles and a
single as Cincinnati defeated
Philadelphia. Billingham had a
perfect game until Mike
Schmidt lashed a two-out single
In the fifth inning.
Cesar Cedeno scored the winning run on a balk by Montreal
pitcher Tom Walker with two
out in the ninth inning as Houston rallied for a pair of runs to
beat nip the Expos.
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Gloria Bret Wins
Birmingham Classic
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. AP —
"The minute I hit the last putt
I knew it was in the hole," said
Gloria Ehret Sunday after winning the Ladies Professional
Golf Association's $33,800 Birmingham Classic on the first
hole of a sudden death playoff.
Miss Ehret won the championship with a 20-foot downhill
putt to defeat defending champion Betty Burfeindt and Clifford Arm Creed after the three
finished in a tie after 54 holes.
The putt gave Miss Ehret $4,950 while Miss Burfeindt and
Miss Creed collected $3,300
each
•
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ANDYMEN
become home owners...the Miles way
We show you how to build your own home to save thousands. We precut your
home to save you high labor costs. Build in spare hours and pay yourself $12 pet
hour. We furnish everything and help pay for your foundation. Step by step instructions. Save on time,labor, and materials. Build anywhere ... city or country,
Land heed not be paid in full. A down payment is not important.
NO OTHER PLAN LIKE THIS.
I—PLEASE RUSH ME YOUR FREE CATALOG ON MILES BUILD
Nam.

T YOURSELF .14.0FAES7

Add,...
'
CKT $tale, Zip.

Precut

MILES HOMES
125 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
There is a Mlles toter Tepresen tat,ve rn your area
SHORT ON CASH
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Whalers Open Series
With 7-2 Win Sunday
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Confidence After Downing Celtics
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speedsters from Villanova won termediate hurdles.
length -triumph over Nlat...1
t.
Garrot
n
Cathry
two
ap,
the
and
comedi
y,
wood,
the distance medle
Breene, named for the
239,450 Caballero Handl.
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The usual 440 and mile relay the
Bridge will also be played at mile, then humiliated Bowling
at Hollyl•ood an, will start in the Derby is
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y
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g.
and
ipatin
partic
be
will
teams
the
at
mile
t.
the club at nine am..
Hacket
four
the
Green tn
comedian Buddy
In the field events, Don Bibbie Park.'
ladies day luncheon will be Penn Relays.
served at noon.

Lanny. Wadkins Wins
Byron Nelson Title

***

Chicago Black Hawks
Slugged By Montreal

U.S. Team,Takes
Win Over Russiai

Sports In
Brief

Host Of 3-Year-Olds
Awaiting Derby Today

Lineups Given
For Women At
Murray Club

Mark Cox Defeats
Arthur Ashe In Two

Torres And deMunnik Are
Runnersup In Track Meet

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Dryeleaning SPECIAL
TROUSERS
SLACKS
BLOUSES

Stan Smith Wins
Swedish Tourney

DISCOUNT;

NIT SHIRTS
any 3 for

144

SHIRTS

Free
Storage

Laundered

5 99c

for

One HOUR cLeaneRs
t

C

*\
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ADULTS..104
NURSERY ..10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Linda Kay Odom and
Baby Boy, Route 5, Benton,
Mrs. Joette Lee McClain and
Baby Boy, Route 3, Benton,
Mrs. Helion Lillian Carlin and
Baby Girl, 1102 Doran Road,
Murray, Mrs. James Childress
and Baby Boy, Route 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Sue Stewart,
Route 5, Box 403, Murray, Mrs.
Benito Van Cleave, Route 6,
Paris, Term., Edward Eulane
Burkeen, Route 3, Cadiz, Billy
Joe Schroader, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Marilyn Sue Martin, Route
6, Box 340, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Olga Coursey, Route 1, Almo,
Paul A. Lassiter, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs. Janice Marie
Chapman and Baby Boy, 909 N.
16th Street, Murray, Mrs. May
Ann Parker and Baby Boy, 1203
Melrose, Murray, Miss Gina
Lane Compton, 311 F
Paris, Term., Mrs. Myr Lexie
Cooper, Route 4,
array,
Master Greggory Phillip Wyatt,
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Lucille
Spiceland, 2726 Academy,
Dearborn, Mich., Mrs. Sarah
Jane Oliver, Hazel, Charles
Richard Johnson, 1604
Catalina, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Lula Rowe, 1108s Elm,
Murray, Hattie Vaughn, 624
Ellis Drive, Murray, Onie
Lyndon Nance, 1103 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Bettye Elizabeth
Bridges, Route 1, Box 93,
Murray, Fred Dick, Route 4,
Murray.

Soil Insects May Reduce
No-Till Yields Of Corn

Motive For Watergate May Remain
Unclear Even After Facts Are Out
There has been a claim that
By WALTER R. MEARS
political surveillance originally
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— When was ordered because of a risk
the web of involvement in the of demonstrations against ReWatergate affair filially is un- publican campaigners.
But that could hardly le a
tangled, a question will remain
to haunt the Nixon White motive for the wiretapping-burglary at Democratic headquarHouse: Why did they do it?
ters last June 17, or for the
Why, while President Nixon's
abortive attempt to bug the
re-election prospects soared
campaign
offices of Sen.
and his early Democratic rivals
foundered, did men in his cam- George McGovern three weeks
paign organization deem it nec- earlier.
It seems more likely that Waessary to try wiretapping?
tergate happened because the
And why the earlier attempts
at spying and apparent political Committee for the Re-election
of the President was unleashed
sabotage against Democratic
to do what its title said, with
candidates who seemed to need
more money to spend than any
no assistance in bungling their
candidate could really need.
campaigns?
Jeb Stuart Magruder, who acFor all the investigations into
tually ran that committee in its
who acted and who knew of ReN. Mitpublican political spying in early days, before John
attorney genas
chell
resigned
1972, there may never be a
eral for his stint as chairman,
clear answer as to motive.
organ"What really hurts in matters has testified that the
million
some
$48
spent
ization
of this sort is not the fact that
they occur, because over- on the campaign. It had $4 milNixon's
zealous people in campaigns do lion left over after
re-election.
landslide
things that are wrong," Nixon
So there was plenty of money
said last Aug. 29. "What really
to a
hurts is if you try to cover it to pay • substantial sums
college student recruited to inup."
campaigns of
That is hurting now as Water- filtrate the
Edmund S.
gate accusers point to men high McGovern and Sen.
in the White House, while Nixon's spokesmen deny the President had any knowledge of
what was going on..

Muskie, and to finance alleged
sabotage efforts.
And there are charges now
that the same treasury financed efforts to buy the silence of the seven men convicted in the Watergate raid.
Republicans now say that the
Nixon campaign operation functioned with ample latitutde to
plot and do what was done, and
without the knowledge of the
President.
"You need only know the
players involved," said Sen.
Robert J. Dole of Kansas, the
former Republican chairman,
who never cared much for the
CRP operators anyhow.
What the Nixon campaign
committee seems to have had
was a budget and a license for
political overkill, both of which
it used.
By the time the Watergate
raid occurred, McGovern, the
Democratic candidate Nixon
men were said to have feared
least among the opposition
prospects, was clearly on his
way to nomination.
'The campaign for Muskie,
who once as towering front-runner had led Nixon in 1971 pub-

lic-opinion polls, had collapsed. lost their clout to the McGovern
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey was newc
.
still trying, but with scant hope
McGo
oinr% hammered the
of nomination,
Watergate issue throughout his
There was no evidence any campaign—but a month before
covert CRP operation had sig- the election, a Gallup Poll renificantly affected that Demo- ported that ao per cent of those
interviewed did not consider
cratic situation.
On June 16, the day before the wiretapping case a strong
the Watergate burglary, George reason to vote for the DemoGallup's pollsters began three cratic nominee.
The White House was denying
days of soundings which found
that Nixon had a 60-per-cent-ap- all charges, standing on a Nixproval rating as president. That on statement that no one in the
polling also discovered that in a administration was involved.
two-man race, Nixon led That statement has now been
McGovern 53 per cent to 37 per overtaken by events, and pro
flounced inoperative.
cent.
And the latest Gallup Poll inUltimately, Nixon won with
dicates that 41 per cent of the
61 per cent of the vote to
American people believe Nixon
McGovern's 38 per cent.
knew in advance of the WaterSo the President was in firm
gate bugging.
command of the presidential
campaign, if not his own staff
and organization.
PAINTING PURLOINED
There is another irony in the
The Adoration of the Magi,
fact that the Watergate crew
attributed to the 15th Century
had bugged a Democratic headpainter Hieronymus Bosch
quarters that actually had little
(1462-1516) was stolen from a
to do with what was happening
Brussels church recently and
in the presidential campaign. It
is believed to be on its way to
was managing the debt, schedan "underground gallery" of
uling the convention, and dealsome maniac or criminal coling with party leaders who had
lector

LEXINGTON — Farmers
growing corn using the notillage system often find that
insects are more of a problem
with this method than with
conventional tillage. In general,
the reason for this is that soil
which is not tilled provides a
more stable place for insects to
live, according to Wesley W.
Gregory,
Extension
entomoligist at the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture.
Gregory mentions root aphids
and wireworrns as two of the
most serious soil insect
problems. He says these insects
seem to cause the most
damage in fescue and bluegrass
sods which are well-established.
"The damage caused by these
insects can reduce stands by
from five to more than 50 per
cent," notes the UK specialist.
"Yield reduction may range
from 15 to 90 bushels per acre."
The most effective way to
control soil insects is to apply
granular soil insecticide with
the planter directly into the slit
with the seed, says Gregory.
The cost of this treatment is
about three dollars per acre
when treating at the rate of one
pound active material per acre.

In a three-year study conducted in 17 Kentucky counties
by the UK College of
Agriculture, the following
materials were found to give the
best performance, listed in the
order of preference: Furadan,
Thimet, Buz, Diazinon, and
Dyfonate.
When using Furdan or
Diazinon, Gregory says the best
performance comes from using
one pound of active material
per acre. When using Thimet,
Buz or Dyfonate the suggested
rate is three-quarters pound of
active material per acre. When
used at the one-pound active
rate, these three materials
seem to reduce seed germination somewhat.
Several other materials are
also useful for controlling insects in no-till corn. These are
described in a publication,
"1973 No-Tillage Recommendations" (ID-1). This
publication is available from
local county Extension offices
Gregory emphasizes that the
recommended materials are
poisonous to man, and when
using them it is neces.sary: to
follow
the
precautions
recommended
on
t he
manufacturer's label.

3 Days Only
Mon. April 30 thru Wed., May 2

SATIN PLUS flat Latex
The Long And Sport of It
A couple of months'ago, Paula
Canli measured 4' 9" tall. The
Army recruiting sergeant in
San Jose, California, jokingly
told her to go home and "grow
an inch." Paula did.
"I made up my mind when I
was 16 that I was either going to
join the Peace Corps or one of
the military services when I
graduated high school," she
explains. "I figured with all the
changes and everything the
Army looked like the best bet. I
was really down when they told
me I was too short, but I was
determined to join and decided
to do something about it."
a
Paula
consulted
chiropractor. After seven visits
she measured 4' 10". Less than
a week later she passed the
WAC physical and was
processed into the Corps. "The
Women's Corps is great," she
says. "I've met some great
people and I've really increased

LOSE WEIGHTTHIS WEEK
The Odrinek Plan, can help you
become the slim trim person that you
would like to bp. Od•InPX has Peen used
successfulty by thousands all over the
country tor 14 years. Get rid of ercess
fat and live longer
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed Contains n dangerous drugs
No starving. No special exercises
()donna Plan costs 33 25 and the large
economy size $5 25
You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded No questions
asked. Accept no substitutes. Sold with
this guarantee by.

my professionalism. I hope
someday to enter the physical
therapy field and put my Army
training to work."
The Canteen
The soldier's,water bottle has
been called a canteen since the
middle of the 1700s. Originally,
they were made of leather but
since h.vebái Made of
pewter, wood, tin, aluminum
and plastic.
The word "canteen" comes
from the Italian "cantina"
meaning "wine cellar." A wine
cili
p er might well have been the
years ago where thirsty
soldieas went to refresh
themselves. Army "canteens,"
however, carry only wtaer.
Question of the Week
Has a woman ever won the
Medal of Honor?
Dr. Mary Walker won the
rare honor for her work as an
acting assistant surgeon with
the Union Army during the Civil
War.
Chaparral-Vulcan Crewmen
One position -for-which a
young man or woman might
receive electrical instruction in
Today's Army is that of
Crewman.
Chaparral-Vulcan
Although a Chaparral-Vulcan
crewman's job involves both
electrical and mechanical
skills, his electrical training
and experience is sufficient to
land him a well-paying civilian
job as an electrician.
For more information on the
many electrical jobs the Army
has to offer, contact Army
Representative Sergeant Jerry
Work, at the Mayfield Shopping
Plaza,or call him at 247-4525 for
an appointment.

WALL WALL PAINT
Here's the
answer to
beautiful
walls with
only one coat
painting. . .

•
•
•
•

washable toyS years
resists fading and staining
new vinyl acrylic latex formula
quick clean-up with only water

PAINT ROLLER
and
TRAY KIT .
•Quick & Easy
•No Brush Marks

SCOTCH BRAND

Mashing Tape
x 2160

4":1)0ALITY

Paint Brush
100% Nylon Bristle

the Tennessee Valley Authority offers to contract for
custodial serviees in campgrounds in Land Between the
Lakes from mid-May, to mid-.September 1973. The
campgrounds are Hillman Ferry, Rushing Creek, Piney,
and gimp Energy.
geaiid bids will be received by Division Of Purchasing, 102
Lupton Building; Chattanooga;•Tennessee 37401, until 10
a.m. EASTERN-STANDARD TIME May 11, 1973. (Local
Time at Chattanooga, Tennessee)
Parties interested in more information, bid forms, and
inspecting the areas shaWd contact Land Between the
Lakes, TVA, golden Pond. Kentucky. 0We,hours are
7:00 a.m to 3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday Telephone
‘7.
502-924-5602.

•Clean-Up With Water

LUCITE
House. Paint

•Lets Moisture Out
Won't.let Weather In

LATEX WALL
PAINT
$799
Gal Excellent coverage and looks as
Reg.

• fantastic on the wall as it does
on the color chart.
Goes on fasikdries quick

By Mary Vincent
Polak Safety W
FRANKFORT,
Professional auto theft
stole cars valued in ex
$1.2 million in Kentuc
year.
According to Maio
Sherrard, head of the
police criminal inv
command,at least five
car thieves are operating
the state now.
They may be "
cannibals" who chew
by stripping and selling
salvage operation or an
state dealer. Or, they ma
"special order"
"Special order" means
prospective customer o
particular year and
the thief then steals, pa"
delivers it.
Sometimes the specia
thief uses a drive in res
for his base of ope
There, his client may
snack while dickering
price for a set of sligh
mag wheels or an aim
seat for his Volkswag
the price has been agr
the customer returns
later to pick up his or
"Always know your
when buying bargain
will save you fro
possibility of embarr
and expense latter,"
Sherrard.
Another method, c
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racked up a Kentucky and Arizona. The trail
The lowered recovery rate is authorities have
popular in car heists makes
By Mary Vincent Quill
against one will involve 800 wiliest= and
case
ental
that
monum
It
.
tion
simple
one sure indica
thefts frustratingly
Public Safety Writer
ring take about three months.
theft
ted
is on iuspec
FRANKFORT, Ky.— utilizes a crooked garage professional car thievery
vable that 2,000 to
specializing in Volkswagens. A "It is concei
rise. Cars stolen by
Professional auto theft rings laborer who makes a wax the
4,000 cars passed through this
has
ment
l
indict
federa
n
25-count
key
ignitio
Joyriders or for transportation
stole cars valued in excess of depression of your
Sherrard.
been returned against 28 per- ring," says
$1.2 million in Kentucky last and passes it to the thief, along are nearly always recovered,
s and timetediou
The
have
to
sons. The ring is though
with your address. Later, the says Sherrard.
year.
consuming task of nailing
see,
Tennes
Ohio,
in
ed
to
operat
over
,
State police, local and federal
According to Major Bill crook simply strolls
Sherrard, head of the state your house and drives your car
police criminal investigative away.
Thieves will pay premium
command, at least five gangs of
car thieves are operating within prices to salvage dealers for
wrecked late model cars. They
the state now.
They may be "mechanized remove the license plates and
cannibals" who chew up a car registration certificate, put
by stripping and selling it to a them on the stolen car and sell it
salvage operation or an out-of- to an unsuspecting client
state dealer. Or, they may run a somewhere else in the state.
racket.
order"
Naturally, according to the
"special
"Special order" means that the law of supply and demand, the
prospective customer orders a thieves vie for cars that will
particular year and model, and being the best price. One
the thief then steals, paints and knowledgeable source says the
survival rate for Corvettes on
delivers it.
30
Sometimes the special order New York City Streets is
thief uses a drive in restaurant minutes. While Kentucky is not
for his base of operations. quite such lethal territory,
There, his client may enjoy a Corvettes, Lincolns, and
snack while dickering over the Cadillacs are definitely the
swagen
price for a set of slightly-used "rip-off's choice. "Volk
mag wheels or an almost-new specialists are also doing a
seat for his Volkswagen. Once landoffice business these days.
Approximately 80 percent of
the price has been agreed upon,
the customer returns a day all stolen cars are recovered,
but the theft-recovery rate has
later to pick up his order.
been getting worse in recent
s
source
your
"Always know
when buying bargain parts. It years. In 1969, only 12 percent
will save you from the of all cars reported stolen in
Luis Echeverra of Mexico, renter foreground,
by
MEXICAN CHIEP-AT GREAT WALL—President
possibility of embarrasment Kentucky were recovered
Mexican guests
the and his wife, left, tour the Great Wall near Peking with Chinese officials and other
and expense latter," warns state police. Since then,
e Ne%s agency, Hstubua.
Chines
the
by
ed
releas
was
photo
This
China.
has
to
rate
ery
visit
l
annua recov
during his state
Sherrard.
t.
(AP WIrephoto via cable from Tokyo
Another method, currently dropped to about nine percen

Prices Good Mon. thru Wed., April 30 thru May

professional car thieves could
be considerably aided in
Kentucky by an adequate title
law, says Detective Sergeant
Richard McQuown, heed of the
auto theft section for the state
ponce.
State police, who have long
requested such a law, say that
inthe revenue saved on
vestigating stolen cars would
more than pay extra help for
county clerks who must register
Mate vehicles.
Currently in Kentucky, a
person may register, a vehicle
using a fictitrielli Name and sell
it in the satin day. The crook
may give his victim, often a car
dealer, some story about being
"shipped out," says McQuown.
If the applications were
checked and a mailing address
required prior to registration
as is necessary under a title
law, law-breakers would be
greatly hampered and fewer
innocent purchasers would be
duped.
"Usually, no thief waits
around a mail-box for title
papers," says McQuown.

APRII 30, 1Y73

Persons Assist In Clearing New
Concord Cemetery; Visitors Here,1%

the rain swept highway near "le
By Estelle Spiceland
Lake Stop Grocery.
AprU 23, 1973
Since my fall and near escape
In answer to Mr. Bruce
being a cripple I can
from
front
the
on
t
7-.
Ferguson's reques
hize now better with
sympat
page of the Ledger that in- those who suffer pain.
terested men come to clean
Congratulations to Miss
Concord Cemetery Saturday Glenda Stubblefield, a Con- AI
",
before Easter, a few did forego corder, on being chosen for 1.4
the temptation to go lakeward office employment at Taylor
with the throngs on that lovely Motors
employe
andr.icongratulations to
morning.
h
Those who came to clean on
We wish all young people,
the over grown fence row of girls and boys, could find
to
honey suckle and bushes and
meaningful employment.
pick up and haul away old
Some 18 year old Calloway
discarded wreaths and rubbish students have enrolled for
were Conrad Taylor, Wade evening classes in the new
Thompson, Bruce Ferguson, vocational school as has Randy
Burbon
Ferguson.
Otis
McClure of Murray, Route 5
Albrittain, Robert Lax, Charlie
who chose work on small apStubblefield, Durward Cook and pliances and refrigerators, just
Guy, Oury, Rainey and Charlie so that he would be available for
Loving. Otis Lovins was in daytime employment.
Murray Hospital for the week.
So, much as we complain that
With power saw, axes and no one wants to work anymore
ing
call
other implements includ
we may be wrong. We could
-;
some lawn mowers, much them.
improvement was made, and in
'
and father
d
husban
young
A
the afternoon, a few came to of a baby son, Joel Boyd, of ,
dean their own family plots, the Route 5 Murray who lives on
surest way to get their work Gene Lovins'farm near Croppie
done satisfactorily this rainy Hollow accepts odd jobs. So
season.
CONCORDE RECORD
there are those who would work.'•
We hope the Providence
A record altitude of 68,000
And now at this writing '1
Cemetery working on the same anotherlafo
ark has been
feet was reached by the
d mmour
nr
Saturday was well attended for removedcommunity
French-built Concorde protowe have many dear ones laid to
type 001 during test flights in
with the passing of Mr. Howard
rest there, also.
March, according to a recent
bet •
roildes
announcement by the manuSurely judging by the traffic citizens,
o maonfy will
sters'one
facturer
through Concord, everybody visiting the old Concord
took to the road for Easter.
Cemetery again this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCage
and son returning from
2
Michigan Friday after attending Mrs. Agnes McC-age
Steele's funeral, said traffic April 26, 1973
was so congested that toll gates ADULTS.104
were opened free, finally to NURSERY. 8
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
relieve the jam, and then they
DISMISSALS
were on the road 12 hours.
Miss Judy Ann Dahl, Route 1,
The Clyde Spicelands' guests
Saturday were their daughter's Dover, Tenn., Richard Edgar
family, the Robert Hicks of Childress, Dexter, Miss Regina
Dearborn, Michigan, a sister, Joann Hale, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks and friend Mrs. Carleen Fay Tyler and
from Fort Worth, Texas, the Baby Girl, Route 1, Buchanan, c;
Lloyd Spicelands of Michigan, Tenn., William Sherrill Gargus,
Henry Dawsons of Cadiz and us. Route 4, Box 344, Murray, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. HMS Harris of Dortha Ann Winchester, 813 N. N
Michigan visited Mrs. Plonui 18th Street, Murray, Mrs.
Harris Laurie Kay Bellew, 813 Broad
the
at
Murphy
Street, Murray, Mrs. Pamela
homeplace last week.
and
Spicel
Kay Robinson, Route 2,
Harris
Lucille
Mrs.
was hospitalized at Murray Murray, Larry Gene Green,
Sunday after becoming ill after Route 1, Almo, W. Otis Lovina.
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Nina
her trip form Michigan.
We happened to be visiting in Alexander, Crutchfield.
the hospital when we saw an
ambulance leaving for Paducah
South Korea has 41 radio stawith Mrs.Smith who was struck
tions.
d
by a car Sunday as she crosse

Hospital Report

TRUCKLOAD SALE
BABY FURNITURE

CENTRAL
SHOPPING CENTER

0
SWINGOMATIC

9-9 Mon.-Sat 14 Sun.

Infant's

Reg.
19.94

AUTOMATIC'BABY SWING

Wardrobe
and

$773

Reg.
10.94

Dressing
Table

$ 1 288

Just put baby in swing and it does the wort for

Reg. $26.96

Mesh

Play Pen

you. Folds for easy storage.

$ 1994

can tend
Nylon-mesh sides drop so mother
Polyurethaneto baby. Hardboard floor.
foaen-filled pad. Draft guard.

Welsh

STROLLER
WALKER

VINYL COVERED

Baby Mattress
Fits any regular size baby crib

•5 adjustable positions

•

19.99
$1

288

WELSH HARDWOOD

BABY CRIB

„,/-/

$ 1 92

Heavy duty metal,

Maple OnlyA

•gt

Universal

BABY CAR
SEAT
with safety bell
straps and
head rest
Keeps by safe

$094
Reg. '13.94

safety seat
Adjustable 3 positions.

Reg.
1988.

FETY AT
BABYSAiltEs CK ER
Vinyl covered bumper Reg.
guard. Folds up for 1499
.
storage

19

Rog. $28.4

Durable and Extra Strong

CHAIR

$374

BABY

Reg. 99'

Trainling
PANTS

62'
3 Pr. in Pkg.

DISNEY TOY_ 09X
Ideal for all
your child's
playthings!

.
4

$774 .44,47

Reg.

•Soft, restful pad
included.

limited time offer
on Towle sterling:
BUY 3,/GET 1 FREE
PLU 5% OFF
0 SERVING PIECES!

1 288
Reg. '15.88
34" High
Vinyl upholstery
me_p_lated

Reg.

foot rest.
(j
Security
strap helps keep child gen▪ tly

1 1.76

- in

e;

AVAILABLE IN ALL ACTIVETOWLE
RIN
STERLING PATTERNS EXCEPT MANDA
al pieces and
identic
A double barrelled otter. Buy three
in place setting
le
availab
Offer
free
one
fourth
a
receive
and iced
pieces, plus cocktail fork, demitasse spoon
price on
beverage spoon. Plus 25% off regular retail
all serving pieces.
on
Come in today and choose from our large selecti
of Towle patterns in solid sillier.

LINDSEY'S
- JEWELERS
1.

Phone 753-440

114 So. 5th Street

Murray, Ky.

SAGE FIGHT
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Plans Completed By
Cynthia Alexander
For Her Wedding

CHILDRESS BOY
Mr. and
Mrs. James
Childress of Benton Route One
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Craig Dwain, weighing six
pounds fifteen ounces, born on
Wednesday, April 25, at 12:05
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Margaret Childress of Hardin
and Mr. and Mrs. Willis Smith
of Benton Route One,
CARLIN GIRL
Dr. and Mrs. James B. Carlin
of 1102 Doran Road, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Rhonda Hope, weighing eight
pounds 211 ounces, born on
Wednesday, April 25, at 6:52
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
I
The new father is an
MRS LARRY Cain, right. receives the "Girl of the Year"
associate professor in the
from the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
department of elementary award
Mrs. Willard Ails, left, made the presentation at the annual
education at Murray State
Founders' Day banquet.
University.
Grandparents are Dr. and
Mrs. L.W. Carlin of Fulton and
Mrs. S.W. Upchurch of Macon,
Miss.
MeCLAIN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip McClain
of Benton Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Kevin
Douglas, weighing nine pounds
four ounces, born on Wednesday, April 75, at 5:03 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Brian
Keith, age two. The father As
employed at the General Tire
and
Company,
Rubber
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Allen McClain of Benton
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Blagg of Benton Route
Three.
ODOM BOY
Robert Murrel is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Odom of Benton Route Five for
their baby boy, weighing seven
pounds one ounce, born on
Wednesday, April 25, at 12:14
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Their other children are a
son, Bobby Dale, age eight, and
a daughter, Teresa Lynn, age
two. The father is ernployed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mrs. Clyde
Odom of Benton Route Five and
Mr. and Mrs Robert Harrison
of Hardin Route One.

Marsha A Stallons
Completes Plans
For May Wedding
Miss Marsha Ann Stalloits,
daughter of Mrs. Marshall
Stations and the late Mr.
Stations of Murray, has completed plans for her wqkiding to'
William E. Horton, s#R of Mr.
and Mrs. William P. Horton, of
Mayfield.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized on Saturday,
May 19, at two-thirt5, o'clock in
the afternoon at the First
Baptist Church in Mayfield with
Rev. Bobby Light, uncle of the
bride-elect officiating.
Following the ceremony, a
reception will be held at the
bride-elect's home at 412 North
Seventh Street in Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

Three Beta Sigma Phi Chapters Celebrate
42nd Anniversary; Awards Are Presented
Three chapters of Beta Sigma
Phi joined in the celebration of
the end Anniversary of the
organization's founding,
Saturday, April 21, with a
banquet at the Waterfield
Student Union Building .on
Murray State University
campus.
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Murray, host chapter for the
evening, welcomed members
with their husbands- form the
Xi Theta Exemplar and the
Alpha Epsilon Ritual of Jewels
Chapters of Mayfield. Guest
were ushered into the social hall
where each woman received a
yellow rose corsage with name
tags attached. Fruit juices and
snacks were served during this
period.
The buffet dinner was held in
the banquet room, decorated in
keeping with the 1973 Beta
Sigma Phi theme, "Lead A
Queenly Quest." Minature
crowns holding name cards
were located at each couple's
place.
The speakers' table was
decorated with the Beta Sigma
Fill Sorority Crest Banner wad a
large centerpiece of yellow
roses and gypsophila. The
arrangement was later given to
the Girl of The Year from the
Murray Chapter. The other
tables were decorated with bud
vases containing yellow roses,
the sorority flower, and silver
containers holding gold candles
surrounded with ivy.
A large arrangement of
handcrafted yellow rases was
located on the Wall behind the
speakers' table,' flanked on
either side by the 1972 and 1973
Gamma Gamma Queens'
Banners.
Mrs. Ed Thomas, president of
the host chapter, gave the
general welcome and led the
opening ritual. The "Star
Spangled Banner" was sting by
the group with Mrs. Jerry Bolls
leading. The invocation was
given by Willard Ails.
During the meal a prograllibi
dinner music was played by
James Clayton on the electric
piano. Following the dinner
David Clayton sang and played
on guiter, a variety of numbers
with James accompaning on the
drums. The last selection of the
evening was a song written by

For his graduation...
or hers...give the watch with
tuning fork accuracy

Bulova Accutrone
ACCUT1011
III
165

The most welcome gift of all is an
Accutron by Bulova. So precise is
the Accutron tuning fork
movement that accuracy is
guaranteed to
within a minute
- a month.*
See our full
selection of
Accutron
models now.
From $100.

IMMO
GALE1111101"0"
41N.

Furches Jewel
113 S. 4th
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Should runaway
be forced home?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABS?: Our daughter, who will be 18 in a few
months, -disappeared" last month. We reported this to
the police. Then we found out that she is living with a man
out of state.
Should we try to bring her back and file charges with
the FBI against this man for contributing to the delinquency of a minor [Mann Act, etc.) since he either took her out
of the state or provided funds for her to go? What if we go
thru all this only to have her move out and resume living
with him the day she turns 18? She claims she loves him.
URGENT IN CLEVELAND
DEAR URGENT: There are many imanswered questions: Why did she leave in the first place? If she wasn't
kidnaped by this man, chances are she was "detinquesit!
before she left. What would you accomplish by premdfig
charges against him? II yen want to punish your daughter
and this man, you are bolding all the aces now. But if you
want a better relationship with your daughter, don't try to
bring her home against her will. Unless she's one in a
million. you'll bear from her when she needs a friend,
which i suspect will be soon.

David Clayton and presented to
an audience for the first time,
entitled, "Our Love Grows
Stronger."
Mrs. Thomas introduced the
new offiCers of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter elected to
DEAR ABBY: For nearly two years I've been the
serve during the coming year.
secretary to the world's cheapest man.
The new members joining the
I like my job, but I don't like the way my boss takes
Gamma Gamma Chapter for
advantage of me. A refreshment cart comes around twice a
their 1st Founder's Day
day, and each time he asks me to get a cup of coffee for
Celebration and this year's
him. It costs 25 cents a cup, which I pay for because be
transferees into the chapter
never has anything smaller than a $20 bill. He has never
were welcomed by Mrs. John
offered to pay me back, and its been running rue about
Paul Nesbitt.
$2.50 a week.
Miss Martha Williams, Xi
He's cheap in other ways, too He gave me a lift twice
Theta president, introduced
and both times we went over a toll bridge he asked me for
Mrs. Dennis Stricklin and Mrs.
the money to pay the toll. He has also bummed dimes from
me to use a public telephone. Please print this. He may see
Church Coleman who gave the
it and recognize himself.
highlights for the past year in
BROKE IN BROOKLYN
each of the Mayfield chapters.
DEAR BROKE: He's probably too cheap to buy a
Theckamma Gamma highlights
newspageze Carry change for a twenty and produce it when
were reviewed by Mrs. Dudley
he says he has no change. I/ that fails. TELL him you
Burton, Mrs. Larry Cain and
can't afford to support his coffee habit any more.
Mrs. Jerry Conley.
The Founder's Day Pledge
DEAR ABBY: During a history test, my friend, who
was recited by the members as
sits across from me, said, "Gee, this is hard."
Mrs. Jack Rose directed. A
I replied, "I know."
special message from the InJust then the teacher came up the aisle and accused us
ternational Office entitled
of cheating. Then he said, "I am going to add your two
"Love,Love, Love" was related
scores together and divide by two."
to the group by Mrs. Wally
When we got our papers back, I had only one wrong
Parkin of Murray.
and my friend had three wlimg, but instead of getting 90
Highlighting the evening's,,,,
liketideserved and my-frier' getting 70 like he deserved,
activities was the presentatioii7
we both got 80. I don't think this is fair.
of awards. The Gamma
Should I go to the counselor?
Gamma Queen for 1973, Mrs.
MAD IN NEW CANAAN, CONN.
Dudley Burton, was recognized
DEAR
MAD: If yen feel falsely accused and don't want
by Mrs. Kenny Thomas, 1972
It ma yam record, appeal the charge to a higher authority.
Queen. Girl of the Year Awards
You have "rights." too.
were given by each sorority
chapter.
CONFIDENTIAL TO 'SEARCHING FOR HAPPINESS"
Mrs. Larry Cain received the
IN MINNEAPOLIS: Why search when you can create it"
"Girl of the Year" Award from
the Murray Chapter. Mrs.
Willard Ails made this special
Preidesas? You'll feel better If you get It off your chest.
presentation of an engraved
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. WM, L. A.,
plaque and a gold full-jeweled
Calif. NM. Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope.
sorority pin to Mrs. Cain. Mrs.
please.
Cain has been a member of Beta
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want t.
Sigma Phi for two years. She
has served as the Ways and
Know," seed $1 to Abby. Box 1/7110, Los Angeles. Cal. SSW.
Means chairman this past year
and has been elected treasurer
Am: the 1973-74 year. In making
the presentation, Mrs. Ails
commended Mrs. Cain for her
perfect attendance and active
participation in all social.,
By Mrs. it. P.'WILLIAM'S
service, and ways and means
This has been one of the limb of a tree is ah excellent
projects conducted by the
chapter throughout the year. hardest seasons to give any sort place to put any of the various
Mrs. Cain is the daughter of of garden suggestions. Rain, sizes, shapes and types of
Mrs. Margaret Boyd of Murray. wind and cold have combined to baskets. And there are so many
She is married to Larry Cain delay and injure gardens. plants that respond to the shade
and they have two sons, Brad, Plants are
beginning to during hot weather, which is
age seven and Scott, age two. respond to the warm days, even sure to come.
She is presently employed as though the rain has continued to
I have a new one, a gift, that I
secreatry for the pharmacist at fall. Tiny shoots are appearing plan to hang where I can see it
on shrubs and on new trees that
the Murray-Calloway County
my breakfast room
I had throught were hurt badly, from
window, and fill with begonias,
Hospital, and she has served as
perhaps fatally. But it all goes to
ferns, variegated ivy and
a Pharmacist' Technician for show
that plants are hardy
old one! think I
the past seven years.
creations and given half a coleus. I have an
will fill with pink petunias set
They reside at 1608 Sunset chance will
make a grand around a Dipladenia, that lovely
Blvd. and they attend North showing for the
summer
,
that lends itself to deep
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Sometimes I think the same plant
Spots so well.
Presbyterian Church.
thing goes for human bangs shady
Keep in mind some white
Mrs. Thomas gave awards Hardship hurts and
may
and recognition to all Gamma delay folks for awhile, even blooming flower for summer
but it blossoms. There is nothing that
Gamma committee chairmen makes them Sturdier and
better gives a cooling effect like a
anii the officers who had served able to withstand the
next white shrub or white annuals.
with her this past year. onslaught. Things
generally Some of the white blooming
Recognized for perfect at- work out for the best after
all
set in the sun and
tendance thus far in the year
My annual seed that should plants can be
be tucked away
were Mrs. Larry Cain, Tars. thrive been planted and ready ra others like to
only gets sun in the
Larry Stubblefield, Mrs. Jack - sprout, are still In the -,e,ed where it
morning or late afternoon.
Vaughn and Mrs. Willard Ails packet. But I am waiting onlu early
you know .that two
Did
a
for
nice
sunny dau and then
for nine consecutive years,
tablespoo
ns of vinegar added to
kweill
seven in the Murray chapter can make
water is fine for your
thwearidoirtupfl)rai pidh a gallon of
and two in the Alpha Delta
azaleas. It helps to keep the soil
when
sun
the
does
shine more acid. Repeat several times in
Chapter of Madisonville. Mit
Alls then presented Mtg. than two days in a row,and seed summer.
planted
now will grow so rapidly
Thomas with
the
past
presidents gavel, symbol ot
.
„her that you can almost see then
stretching upward. office
The month of May will bring
The evening was concluded
with all members repeating the us increased work due to an
accumulation of grass and
closing ritual.
weeds and other work that
should have been done sooner
Saute diced potatoes, onion Perhaps we
will enjoyour
and a p les together in
gardens all the more because of
margari
bacon fat until all the unusual weather bf
Apr;
potatoes
e testk-snix • in
Maybe we can set out soft
slivered almonds. Serve with exoitts
r nhtowtoabo
apld c.i(pilla
puertka huapngoiunrg
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
broiled Iamb chops, or roast
1s3-4141
713.1517
larrib
basket wider a tree. The lower

Down the

Garden Path

Final plans have been
completed for the wedding of
Miss Cynthia Lynn Alexander,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rex E.
Alexander of Murray, to John
Edward Wilham,son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.W. William, also of
Murray.
The vows will be exchanged in
the sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church on
Saturday, May 5, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
officiate.
Miss Alexander has chosen
Mrs. Jeffrey Votaw of Indianapolis as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss Susan
Pace, Arlington
Heights,
Minois, Mrs. Steve Tucker,
Lexington, Mrs. Ricky Hill,
Memphis, Tenn., Miss Kathy
Crider and Miss Suzan Kennedy, Murray, and Mrs. L.W.
Patterson, sister of the groomelect, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Witham has chosen Steve
Tinsley of Murray as best man.
Groomsmen will be Wally
Young, Tuscan, Arizona, Scotty
Simpson, Louisville, John
Gardner, Altmar, New York,
Ricky Hill, Memphis, Term.,
Greg McKeel and David
Alexander, brother of the brideelect, both of Murray.
Miss Kim Witham, sister of
the groom-elect, and Master
Christopher Trunkfield of
Somerset, counsin of the bride..
elect, will serve as junior attendants.
A program of nuptial music
will be provided by Mrs. Vernon
Shown, vocalist, and Mrs.
Richard Farrell, organist.
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception will be
given by the bride-elect's
parents in the church social
hall. All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend
both the weskilizond reception.
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Monday, April 30
The Great Books Adults
Discussion Group will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library with
Mrs. Solon Bury as the leader
on "The Corinthian Letters."

* SPECIAL *
Drapes & All Household items

20%Di
/ scount
This Special Good thru May 31
Plain

DRESSES
$ 1 each
19

Mrs. Beatrice Parker of
Mansfield, Term., had all her
children home on Easter
weekend,the first timerthey had
been togethtt in over six years.
The family attended church
Sunday at VanDyke Church of
Christ where they had all attended as children. Lots of
pictures were taken for the
family to errloy in days to come.
The Parker children and their
families present were Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Parker, Debbra and
Vickie of Dayton, Ohio; Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Enoch, Charles,
Steven and Larry of Hazel, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Parker,
Gary, Nancy, Tammy and
Micheal of Paris; Mr. and Mrs.
David Lindsey, Donna, Diane
and James of Mansfield; Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Parker, Lynn
and Craig of Mansfield; Miss
Regina Parker of Ocilla, Ga.
and Miss Cynthia Parker of
Nashville.

This Special Good thru April Only
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
FREE STORAGE AND MOTH.PROOFING

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

GOOD LUNCH
Manhattan Clam Chowder Rolls
Smoked Tongue and
Cheese Platter
Flresh Fruit
Cookies
SMOKED TONGUE AND
CHEESE PLATTER
An excellent combination
I container (8 ounces)
creamstyle cottage cheese
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
2 tablespoons dried currants,
rinsed in hot water
1/4 cup coarsely broken walnuts
I diced canned pimiento
Salad greens
Sliced cookedaimoked tongue,
Mix together all the ingredients except the greens and
tongue. Mound cottage cheese
mixture on greens, surround
with tongue Makes 4 servings
a.

Phone 753-3852

.
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Bridal Events Are
Held For Couple

COOKING
IS FUN

The Jessie Ludwick'Cireld Of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Campbell at 1:30 p.m.

The Community C...ntinuing
Education meeting for nurses
will be held in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
The United Methodist Women
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m. of the First Church will meet in
with Dr. Hal Houston as Hale Chapel at ten a.m. with
Rev. Amy Hurt of Reelfoot
speaker.
Mission as speaker.
Reception honoring Miss
Clara M. Eagle, retiring
Group II of the First Christian
director of galleries and former Church CWF will meet . with
chairman of the Art Depart- Mrs. W.J. Gibson at two p.m.
ment
at Murray State
Murray Assembly No. 19
University, will be from seven Order
of the Rainbow for Girls
to nine p.m., Clara M. Eagle,
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts seven
p m.
Center. The public is invited.
The Delta Department of the
Tuesday, May 1
Murray Woman's Club will
The Calloway County High meet at the club house at 7:30
School FHA will present its p.m. with Mesdames George
spring style show in Jeffre,• Hart, Vernon Roberts, W.J
gym at 7:30 p.m. The girls will Gibson, Walter Baker, and Miss
model garments they have Sue Fairless as hostesses,
made. The show is free ,snd
The Kappa Department of the
open to the public.
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
Tickets for the Charity Bail p.m.
with Mesdames Bob
for June 2 will go on sale today Billington
, Howard Brandon,
and persons may call Mrs. John Belt, Ted Bradshaw
, and
James Ransom 753-3058 or Mrs. Jimmy Ford as hostesses.

Reunion Of Parker
Family Is Held

Two more delightful cqprtesies have been extended to
Miss Cynthia Lynn Alexander
and John Edward Witham who
will be married on Saturday,
May 5.
A dinner party honoring the
bridal couple was given by Miss
Ruble Smith at the Kenlake
Hotel dining room
Mrs. B.E. Ragland and Mrs
Leland Sinclair were hostesses
at a luncheon at the Paducah
Country Club on Saturday.

Donald Hunter 7534918. Music
for the ball at the MSU Student
Union building will be by Burl
Olswanger. Proceeds go toward
Mental Health.

(
e.L
.
1
15
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Frances
FOR TUESDAY,MAY
Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is, a
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
There will be te 6 v
rush into visionary • I
impulsiveness gen
Avoid! Put your guard
and KEEP it up!
TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21)
Planetary influenc
stimulate inspirati
Intuition, finesse. In
architects, creative w
general especially fay
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
No matter what
made in your routine,
your environment,
make quick adju
should get along well
unexpected improv
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
Do not become
over possible del
disappointments.
watch the "little"
could cause unn
friction among
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23/
Splendid solar infl
you
time
your
judiciously, you could
profitable deal now.
prestige enhanced all
line.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Tackle that cliff
you've been pan
your anxieties wil
Facing a problem
half its solution.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A day for pla
"waiting game."
tentive listener and
the information yoq
launching a project
heart.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 23)
Some confusion
during the early
clears up AWT1110
terventionno don't
you. Evening fa • r
socializing.
II

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Influences somew
toward financial ma
make unnecessary
and don't let your
timism
lead
speculative ventur
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Information
summate a
forthcoming. With
facts on hand,
originally planned.

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar.
Neither borrow
Even small, "file
actions are likely
Unpleasantness in

01.4-frir.oned
rrs-,Tor 'Jotter $ gingham
Irvin nn •son and shrnmen
,
notral•ns1.41 Navy
socoaberly rnyal purple or
'e.
B
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Uttorr-Priotpri.tble
'nk
bekrn.
wan 6.14 WOO
Ruffled turns Inn!) I 1No
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Use Our
Lay-Away
Plan
Choose your swimsuit NOW
while the selecthin Is good'

15% DISCOUNT (One Week
Only)

Town 8 Country
Dress Shop

...104 Chestnut

+41.0

AQUARIU4
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Some difficulty
relationships indi
sons close to y
unresponsive, e
toward your p
your temper
arguments escala
proportion.

GARDEN
OF CHECKS

'
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1 "
ed(,
r
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t.t
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Your 166
Horoscop
7A.

()PThiar° Phone 753-8365
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"something else
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FOR THE OUTDOORSMAN

FOR TUESDAY, MAY 1, on
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
There will be tendencies to
rush into visionary schemes,
impulsiveness generally.
Avoid! Put your guard up early,
and KEEP it up!
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Planetary influences now
stimulate inspirational
intuition, finesse. Inventors,
architects, creative workers in
general especially favored.
GEMINI
I May 72 to June 211 n4591No matter what changes are
made in your routine, even in
your environment, you can
make quick adjustments,
should get along well and make
unexpected improvements.
CANCER
—
(June 22 to July 23)
Do not become frustrated
over possible delays or
-disappointments. And DO
watch the "little" things which
could cause unnecessary
friction among associates.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Splendid solar influences. If
moves
your
time
you
judiciously, you could put over a
profitable deal now. Gains and
prestige enhanced all down the
line.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Tackle that difficult job
you've been postponing, and
your anxieties will vanish.
Facing a problem head-on is
half its solution.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A day for playing the
"waiting game." Be an attentive listener and you'll get
the information you need before
b unching a project dear to your
heart.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Some confusion indicated
during the early hours, but it
clears up AWITHOUT your interventisino don't let it disturb
you. Evening favors romance,
socializing.

SPRINGY
JUNIOR
2-PIECE
SUITS

Nadel 187
.1141°WallialliP.11.1.1.1.1*
1

SPRINGFIELD 187
22 AUTOMATIC RIFLE

&MP

3

Compare at 11.0

WEAVER sAx4
RIFLE SCOPE
For .22 rim fire
4 in. diarifles. ,
meter. One year
warranty.

AQUARIU4
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some difficulty in personal
relationships indicated. Persons close to you may be
unresponsive, even hostile
toward your plans. But hold
your temper lest small
arguments escalate out of all
proportion.

HEARING AIDS
4 50%0FF(J.vxu:

TIMIL.44Alb
0011111C7•10 DAYS FMK
lat!
A11-4•41. Imo Ilskime414vpy
LY1
wet 418/11
.46 4,1••• Aiall 14 is
•
awl
NV.
PODUC144.
•4410111413.SOK SI611.

Compare at 24.99

15oo

Compare
at 21.99

YOUR
CHOICE!

Strong, lightweight with center focus.
7x magnification and 30MM coated
objective lenses.

LADIES
TANK TOPS
Or

44

33

Compare
at 2.99

Chamber holds 1-80
B B's. Heavy duty
steel barrel, front
and rear sight.

design
Jacquard
tank tops with color
trim kri S,M and L or
100% cotton double
knit short shorts in
S,M,L in assorted
colors. Your choice
at a low, low Big K
price!

1

Compare
1( 9.99

Magnification 2.5x. Eye
relief 3.3". Field 32'.
Compare Length 11 1h". Fully
It 24.99 coated.

MENS SCREENED
T-SHIRTS

54

Compare
at 1.99
Men's 100. comb cotton
ringer shirt with multicolor screen print in
musical oc Indian series. Sizes S.M,L.XL.

2288
, Model
VC638

By Premier
CANNISTER
VACUUM

ALL LEATHER
TOE RING SANDAL

Quiet and powerful!
Swivel top for easy
gleaning! Self-adiustingl

4

Compare
at 6.99
Handcrafted in sunny Brazil!
Thong styling with woven
vamp strap. Sizes to 10 in
brown:

,

MEWS
DRESS SHIRT

266

MENS BUSH
WALK SHORTS

Compare
at 3.49
Polyester-cotton blend, short
sleeve. Sizes 14'h to 17 in
assorted colors

Compare
at 3.49

NEW! BABY
SWEETHEART
FABRIC
SOFTENER

1000. cotton brush or brush twill
Jean style shorts. Contrffit stitch,
snap waist, pockets. Sizes 29 to
38 in assorted colors.

BOYS DENIM
WALK SHORTS

St

NAGICOLOR

GLOSS WHITE
HOUSE PAINT

6

88

2.5x32 CROSSHAIR
RIFLE SCOPE

UPRIGHT
VACUUM

Compare
at 26.99

Canvas tent for the
outdoor sportsman
or beginning camper.

Model 2650

Model C350

. 'easn
16 141
)

5x7 PUP TENT

-

the
A 1 ,or 2 piece swim suit from Big K for
e:
sun or just for fun! Choose your favorit
neck,
halter
with
ess
swimdr
100% nylon
100% nylon ottoman with nautical collar,
maillot leg, nylon ottoman skirt with split
sides, buckle waist, 100% polyester with
or
check top, grommet trim, perma pleat skirt
polyester jacquard knit with halter top. Sizese
sty10 to 18, 32 to 40 in all colors. Not all
les available in all sizes. •,..•

.• 0

POWERMASTER
BB REPEATER

DOUBLE KNIT
SHORT SHORTS

Compare
at 12.99

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Neither borrow nor lend now.
Even small, "friendly" transactions are likely to cause some
unpleasantness in the future.
are
YOU BORN TODAY
of
endowed with a high order
and
intellect, lofty ambitions
are
unusual versatility. You
and
ic
energet
ly
extreme
also
you to
this sometimes causes
start
scatter your energies; to
inprojects and leave them
lose
you
because
ed
complet
on to
Interest and want to go
a
"something else 14-Vou have
a
'brilliant wit and could make
or
great success as a writer in
journalist; could also excel
Other
the entertainment field. music,
careers open to you:
diplomacy,
painting, medicine,
teaching, electrical
engineering. Birthdate of: Sir
English
Lubbock,
John
astronomer; Glenn Ford, actor;
lity;
Jack Paar, TV persona
singer.
Smith,
Kate

Compare
at 9.99

POWERFUL 7x30
BINOCULARS

144

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20i
Information needed to consummate a business deal now
forthcoming. With the added
facts on hand, proceed as
originally planned.

688

A super value 1888
for any hunter!

at

A,r1

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3414'
Influences somewhat adverse
toward financial matters. Ddn't
make unnecessary purchases
and don't let your natural opinto
you
lead
timism
speculative ventures.

TIGER CUB 22LR
BOLT-ACTION
RIFLE

Model 854069

A large selection of
lovely 2 piece suits
in nylon-acetate, single kn!t polyester or
cotton pucker. Choose
from many styles and
lots of spring colors.
Junior sizes 5 to 13.

coo

Fires up to 15 shots as fast
as trigger is pulled. Autoa
loading with 2t2lofngnt rifle
Sporting front
e r sight with elevator.
sirog rear
3P
a7m
C

NAGICOLOR

LUSTER PLUS
INTERIOR PAINT

YOUR CHOICE!
BRUSHES OR
ROLLER AND
PAN SET

3foloo
Compare at 59c

Compare
at 2.59
Cotton lean style shorts. Pockets
pre-shrunk, snap waist. Sizes 6 to
18 in navy.

32 oz. size.

gal.
Compare
at 8.99

9-9 Mon-Sat
1-6 Sunday

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

BANKAMERWARD

753-8777
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Red Tape Delays
Volunteer's Won

MONDAY-APRIL 30, 1973

Patchwork Quilt Often Gives
History Of Three Generations

Call

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API - low the college to recover some
Becky Renaud just wanted to of its money by charging Miss
donate some of her own time to Renaud for room and board.
volunteer work, but it took an
Still, that would put the
appeal to the President of the school out something "in the
United States to let her do it.
order of $3,000," President
By Helen Mee Stacy
Miss Renaud, 18, plans to en- Mahlon A. Miller said.
There is more than beauty in
ter the College of the Atlantic
"Regrettably, I simply have a patchwork quilt. The many
next fall to study enviromnen- no excess college funds avail- scraps of cloth that go into
tal law and thought she had able for this or any other pur- making a quilt often represent
found just the place to prepare pose," he wrote Miss Renaud the history of a family,
herself in advance for her stud- last September.
sometimes for two or three
ies.
But on that same day, Miller generations.
"I'm very much interested in wrote to President Nixon, de- '"The Patchwork Quilt as a
ecology, so I thought that Union tailing the situation and asking Painting" is an exhibit being
College's educational environ- that an exception be made for shown in galleries throughout
mental center would make a the daughter of an Amhurst, Kentucky. Sponsored by the
good starting point," the pretty Mass., auto dealer.
Kentucky Arts Commission, the
blonde said in an interview.
"Public funds in the hundreds quilt exhibit gives many an
She offered her time at the of millions are handed out opportunity to discover what
center at nearby Middlesboro through welfare programs to mountain women have known
free for a year and the col- individuals who will do every- for ages-that a quilt is pretty
lege's administrators quickly thing possible to keep from as a picture.
accepted late last summer.
Some artists painted quilt
working, yet the individual who
Then came the U.S. Labor wants to contribute his services designs on canvas as folk art,
Department, which nixed the seemingly is not permitted to geometric and hard-edge
whole idea.
paintings long before the style
do so," he told Nixon.
"Since the young lady in
became popular as conMiller called the situation "a
question would be performing
temporary art today. But for
useful services for the college, flagrant denial of freedom of the most part, the Crazy Quilts,
action
behalf
in
of
common
the
it is our position that she must
good" and told Nixon the rejec- the Dutch Dolls and the Flower
be considered an employe subGardens made from tiny pieces
tion
of voltuiteerism "is a sign
ject to the minimum wage and
of material have remained on
'sickness.
of
"
overtime provisions" of the
beds or stored in brass-bound
"After carefully weighing the trunks.
law, Ernest C. Orr, a labor dematter, the Department of La- There are exceptions to their
partment supervisor, said.
Miss Renaud, whose last bor has decided that it will not use on beds and as cherished
name is pronounced "Reno," assert an employment relation- gifts for children and grandsaid she didn't want pay. She ship in this particular case," children.
said she needed only a few dol- Roland L. Elliott wrote Miller.
Years ago, custom called for
Miss Renaud was at work at a patchwork quilt to be tacked
lars for incidental expenses,
the center three weeks later to a wall when the family lined
along with room and board.
The department said she had and is happy as a lark, she said up stiffly in their Sunday best
to be paid, although it would al- Wednesday.
for once -in -a-lifetime

753-1916

photographs. Family albums as a way of using every scrap of
hold these heirlooms of both material left after a garment
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR RENT
EOR RENT
photography and quilting with was made. Nothing was thrown
patchwork quilts providing a away.
TWO BEDROOM block house, air
pleasing background for the
Often overlooked as a reason conditioned, paneled, electric
picture-taking session.
for a quilt is its fulfillment of a heat. Located 3',2 miles south,
When the "play party" or need for artistry and creativity. just off 641 Phone 1-382-2479
"Saturday frolic" was hill Mountain women have known anytime or 753-3455 after 5:00
satisfaction
MIP
for p.m.
entertainment and when revival this
meetings lingered on for weeks, generations.
Even with trunks and closets TWENTY EIGHT acres, just off
the "younguns" were placed
on a pallet or quilts in a corner already filled with her han- Kentucky Lake, on Ledbetter
1602 Olive
to sleep until time to go !tome. diwork-the woman of the hills Church Road. Over 20,000 trees
have been planted here. Phone
Rarely, a heavy quilt or continues to make quilts.
M4P
The process is simple but 753-6955 after 5:00 p.m.
"comforter" was wrapped
Office 753-7921
around the ice cream freezer to painstaking. The quilt top is
Home
753-4978
keep the ice from melting as a pieced together to a particular THREE BEDROOM house, north
strong arm cranked the handle size. A layer of fluffy cotton of Murray. Two baths, den with
Office 753-4342
to make the favorite old-time batting is placed between the fireplace, central heat and air,
Horn- 7
top and the back which usually and many extras. Phone Benton
dessert.
Quilts and hand-tacked is made of muslin. A stitched 527-8529,
M4P MOBILE
HOME, 10'7E55% two GARAGE APARTMENT, furcomforters protected children design holds the three layers
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, bedroom, air conditioned, gas nished, air conditioned, wall to
in wagons and buggies-and in together.
heat. Phone 753-3108, after 5:00 wall carpeting electric
disharms-during cold weather
One of the quilts in the Ken- Sharpe Street, beside park, p.m.
A30C washer. Married couple only No
shopping
center,
schools,
near
trips to church or the county tucky
Commission
Arts
children or pets. Available May 1.
seat. The coverings were placed traveling exhibit is "Log Cabin- university. Phone 6061549TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide. Phone 753-1300.
May8C
M1C
over adults' laps when they rode Barn Raising." Made of wool 2494.
Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
in the wagon to visit neighbors and silk in the early 1900's in the TWO LARGE water front lots in 314 Sycamore
Street or phone 753or attend a program at the one Lexington area, the quilt is an Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
1551.
M3C SIX ROOM house, located 107
room school.
example of both beauty and for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
South 12th, furnished. $100.00 per
Even today the primary utility. Quilts in the collection :00p.m. 753-8997.
MaylIP FOR SUMMER-boys. Four month. Phone 753-4331.
purpose for making patchwork depict the Log Cabin motif.
May 4(•
bedroom house, near university.
quilts is debatable. Some prefer Lone Star, Grandmother's 116'3E197' LOT on Sycamore'Furnished.
Phone 753-3895 or 753Extended,
close
new
high
to
to think quilts were made Flower Garden, New York
3482.
A30C THREE BEDROOM house on
because they were necessary as Beauty and others. In the school. Phone 753-9174 or 436-2135
North 5th. Gas heat. Phone 753after 5:00p.M.
A30C
bedclothes; others feel that exhibit are crazy quilts,
made
NOW RENTING-trailers for 5247.
quilts fall in the hill category of of lustrous dark silk except for
BY OWNER new brick three summer months,near university,
"Eat it up, wear it out; make it jewel like shapes in
ruby, bedroom house with living room, air conditioned. Mobile Home
do, or do without" and evolved emerald and topaz, all
edged kitchen and utility room, built-in Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. A30C THREE BEDROOM brick house,
with
ay
briar
1300 South 16th Street. Has dishstitching- stove, storm doors and windows.
FINE, PATTW... UN...COULD' YOU
sometimes called turkey Located 1612 Catalina
(
NI,CHUCK\
washer, range, refrig.erator,
PUT
THREE
ROOM
ME
duplex
ON
unDrive
HOW IRE UNE A MINUTE ? I
tracks.
01, '
&OW..
"H06,'
C14
M12C
K
furnished apartment, 213 Elm garage. Phone 753-6609.
$17,500.00.
To
see
this
house,'
THINK SOMEONE'S AT Ti4E POOR ,
HOLVVE
40P!
Street. Rent $75. 00 per month.
One quilt that tells much phone 753-0675
M2C
BEEN?
Phone Paducah, Ky., 898-3216 for TWO BEDROOM furnished
about a community is the
fYM3P apartment, private entrance
Friendship Quilt, a product of IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, appointment.
Phone 753-1450
M2C
church women that held names brick home,carpeted,three large
_
s•
of friends on pieces of cloth that bedrooms, living room, den,
radiated from the center like kitchen, with built-ins, utility, MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms FURNISHED TWO bedroom
il
l
two baths, double garage with with two baths, air Located Fox apartment, 1ez block from college
sNkes in a wheel.
When they were bright and storage room, patio, central heat Meadows. Phone 753-2744 after $125.00 per month. Water furM2C
A30C nished. Phone 753-0859.
new, patchwork quilts became a and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- 6:00p.m.
BLONDIE
pointment
only.
Phone
753-8742
coverlet,
or
"coverlid,
"
used
in
Ik 84..oNtaie 111
M3C FURNISHED APARTMENT TRAILER, ALL electric, air
the manner of handwoven after 5:00p.m.
11 NoTHINIG, SOT I w/AS
kowi00*14:3u
)400re.)6 rT wt3Ut.-0,
adjoining University. Living conditioned. Two bedrooms.
expt....6.64 THIS
coverlets. Today, whole rooms
0-Iatabe THE
Located within walking distance
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call and dining area, kitchen
SU- FROM
are
decorated
around
quilt
a
2 large
-SIJOJECT
mit_LIES
used as a bedspread, and art Sam Harris 753-8061 or your closets, hall, bath, one bedroom, of campus. $75.00 per month.
ErZUMAJE
May 24C wall to wail carpet, good fur- Water furnished. No pets. Phone
galleries hang them on walls realtor.
753-1203.
like paintings.
M2C
103 ACRES (land and trees). niture, air conditioning. Phone
To rediscover the value- and Back adjoins the Kentucky Lake, 7534648.
THREE
beauty of the patchwork quilt, front has black top frontage
ROOM -furnished
• 41 4.
on
apartment, air conditioned,
be sure to visit the exhibit of Highway, 1364. For more
inquilts when it is in your area. formation phone 1-502-354EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, electric heat, private entrance.
$70.00 per month. Couples only.
/1604.
MOP air conditioned, color T.V. water
14-31$
M2C
and gas furnished. Deposit No pets. Phone 753-1203.
BY OWNER; House 1318 Poplar, required. Phone 753-7358.
'
three bedrooms, living room,
M2C TWO BEDROOM duplex, stove,
dining room, kitchen, utility
THE PHANTOM
refrigerator, air conditioner
NASA will attempt the first room, fireplace, garage, nice lot, FURNISHED APARTMENTS. $125.00. $50.00 deposit. 1716 Wells
exploration of Mercury in all appliances, including dish- living room, kitchen, bathroom Ext Inquire at 1714B Wells ExMarch, 1974, when the Mari- washer, refigerator, stove and shower and bath. One or two tended.
M5C
ner spacecrak will come washer and dryer Phone 753- bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart0871.
M5C ments,
FOR SALE
within 635 milerof the planet.
South 16th Street, 753The television cameras will
6609.
May9C
WANTED TO RENT
take pictures and six other
SOFA-CHAIR, Early American
scientific experiments will
TWO-HOUSE trailers. One with style. Green naughahyde with
send back information to WANT TO RENT two or three air conditioning. On water front wood trim, one year old. In
exearth to try to answer such bedroom unfurnished house in lots in Blood River Subdivision. cellent condition.
$200.00. Older
questions as what is the shape West Murray with occupancy by Phone 436-2427.
A30C refrigerator in good condition,
of the planet and why does it May 15. Will give lease. Phone
415.00. Phone 753-5625.
A3OP
rotate so slowly, turning only 753-5657,
MIC MOBILE HOME, 10'x52', two
once every 59 days.
bedrooms, all electric. Can be ARC REGISTERED three year
WANT TO RENT three bedroom
seen at Hate's Trailer Park or old black doberman dog. Strictly
home,
Murray or surrounding phone
PATTON'S PISTOLS
474-2257.
MIC a guard dog. This dog is a beauty.
BEATLE BAILEY
The famous pair of ivory- area. Couple with three children,
If sold quickly will sell cheap. handled pistols carried by ages 3, 5, and 7. Children well
Phone 489-2154.
• WHAT, AND ILVALL'il•
A30C
I CAN•r
alOu
behaved.
Phone
753-3164,
George
Patton in World
Gen.
A30C
WANT TO BUY
.
.
!1
1
5
Au. Ti-IATV
War II were presented recentCOUPLE RETIRING in fall 73, CLEARANCE SALE.. Letter
ly to the military museum at
arriving May 21 at Wilson Realty, holders, $3.00. Walnut jewelry
Fort Knox, Ky., by the late
desiring house with 5 acres more box, $5.00. Hat rack, $3.00.
general's 8-year-old grandor
less. Call Loretta, Wayne or Portable sewing cabinet, $8.00.
son, Ben.
Phone 753-1712.
A3ONC
Don.
Answer to Saturday s PUZZIA
Family from out of state
Crossword Puzzle
desires 3 or 4 bedroom, outside of CARPET SALE; While it lasts
000M0 MEM
ACROSS
city. Wants possession June. Call "Buy good carpet cheap." Heavy
3 Symbol for
00ROM
BORG
M
M
calcium
00RO 0060M R Loretta, Don, Wayne, 7534079, shags, many colors to choose
1 And so forth
Monster
MIBM MMOMM 030 753-9912 or 753-5086.
tabbr 1
from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back
Brief
5
4 Old Testament
00 OfflUMM omoa
tweeds, 12 and 15 ft. widths, only
6 Returns
University
fabbr I
professor
arriving
mmomem
e
=ono in May,
7 Native metal
82.99
sq. yd. Many colors to
6 Flowers
desiring
MOW
3
OMQG
Soft drink
8
bedroom,
11 Fruit
NANCY
9 Man s
BOOM eM01003 family room, 2 baths. Call choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths,
13 Wears away
hicknarne
004 MOW 0 Loretta Jobs, Don NannY, Wayne heavy plush carpet only $3.95
1$ Greek letter
10 Pertaining to
OM MOW
16 Came on the
square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths,
Old
age'
at Wilson Realty.
1
1
scene
gionmg moo Wilson
12 A continent
heavy
pattern carpet, HiLo $3.95
I
I
I
Out
of
IS Symbol for
state
family arriving at
murap mmommt
tat&
I
I
nickel
_r i
Wilson Real Estate for 3 sq. yd. New printed carpet,
Budbm
14 Took one,
MCOMo
Conjunction
19
I
i
part
• bedroom, with formal dining rubber back only $3.95 square
21 SlaVe
1
17 DotPtnnill1e
35 Sea nymphs
48 Bast)
22 Dry
area. Call 753-6079, 753-9912, 753-'yard. Vinyl cushion floor. $2.25
cetacean
I
37 Fondles
)
51 Hurried
24 Burden
40*
5086 or 753-3623.
38 Mental images 53 Let it stand
20 Certain
MIC square yard, and mobile floor yd.
26 Ireland
23 Sun gel
39 Lead
57 Female 'lilt
Thousands and thousands of
28 Beverage
41 Old name for . 58 Printer s
24 Bone
29 Denude
yards in stock. Come see and
WANT
TO
25
Poses
Thailand
tor
BUY;
sail
boat,
5
LuGGO
measure
5LUG
31 The sweetsop
Portrait
43 Dining
60 Music as
Sunfish, Sailfish, or equal class. save. No waiting, we have what
33 Man s
Lampreys
44
27
Initials of 26115
writ en
nickname
Phone 753-0276, or 753-6386 after we advertise in stock. Paschall
30 Look sullen
President
1-IP‘NC
62 A state (ably
=rip
34 Short jacket
paaC-f
32 Seeds
46 Greek letter
5:00
64
Cooed
p.m.
House,
lava
Hazel,
MIC Discount
36 Weak food
Kentucky. Phone 492-9733. Open
.38 cyvonogi
I
3
2
3 ei.:N.413.7
4
40 Petibons
s 9 10 il
six days a week,8-5.
A3OP
V
d
tt
-..
42 Saccharine
domil
WILL BUY or trade old guns,
12
;
4
4g 13 I
45 Ph.Ve
14
used
guns,
or new guns. Will buy
4/ Tref',
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
I§16
LIL ABNER
49 Heave.* body' I
411 18
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
seamless gutters, installed per
50 Goddess of
17lI
16C
We 19 20 021
chscord
3:R
6 11 .
73 1111
your specifications. Call Larry
Bui:LMOOSE'S LAWYER READS
52 Organs ol
CAIN'T WAIT To SET BACK
Olkit
THE AGREEMENT24
nearing
at 753-2310 for free
23 ifi0 26
WAN'l TO BUY or rent tnree Lyles
AN'HAVE LI'L ANER
27 .
4
/.. :9.. 29
54 Saint labor
693,
NNN
READ'DA TO ME.May 12C
bedroom house in or near estimate.
wE'REIGOTH
MAIN THING
55 (341b1hoog
56 one of first
WORKING FOR
)3 Whill
IA
AN IS
Murray. Phone Steve Sammons PORTABL
Illat:::::111
E
HIM. ME INHERITS INT/RUSTED
rank
TELEVISION,,19",
WI36
37 Are
at 753-9297.
W.
EON
black and white. One year old,
59 Exists
EVERYTHING!! IN IS HIS
ia
38 39 0:40
61 o
41 Faiilliniiii
Nue
like new, $75.00. Phone 753-3976,
COLLECTION
N*41'v
63
0''CORPORAL
after 5:30p.m.
ail
.
46 ififili 47
66 Rise and fall of
LAND
A30C
WANTED
within
a
mile
or
ocean loll
CROCKS"two of Kentucky Lake. Size
66 Latel
5I .:::::.ill
.44.:Erill
.:::
53
STARCRA
FT CAMPERS. Shasta
IN 4
COolunclon
eit..!
immaterial. Write P.O. Box 32-A
OW,INICE.
ill
67 Mohammedan
an'Golden Falcon, travel
tre. 37 IIIII
39 OH60
Murray,Ky. 42671.
Idle
9
M5C
trailers. Phone 7534650. May 31C
tel a

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Special Summer
Rental Rates

Air Conditioned Efficiency Units
Bobby Grogan
Don Tucker.

W414

461 IF

1 4 4E
1.411

Mariner will seek
Mercury clues in '14

VW)
-1-/ DON'T
WAKE
STROSS BtAcK
OP
50ME
T1445
COFFEE?
MORNIN&

Ai ul

/

r
i

.
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Re-discover Kentucky
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UI
URR

RUIN
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DOWN

4
*
A

rata-.

11
4
"

itiastage
2 One who
shirks duty

a

ill

rioarall
;:::;

NE soma

IIIIIIIIIII

Pr tare Syndirate,
Inc

KIRBY VACUUMSrug specialist that adjus
carpet. New and used. v
or sale. For demons
phone Mike Hutchens, y
Kirby distributor.
0359.
LATE MODEL boat,
condition. Complete for
Phone 753-6262. You must
NEW 19" color Televlsi
while they last. Roby
way 68, Benton, Kentuc

2c
COMPARE, SAVE
aluminum gutters. A
Installation. "Fi
available". Phone
8992.
21" MOWER, Briggs
engine, $49.811. 5 H.
Briggs & Stratton e
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.
mower, 25" cut,
Stratton engine, $258.
riding mower, 30" cut,
Stratton engine, $323.
riding mower, 30" cut,
Stratton engine, el
$399.95. Roby Sales
Benton, Kentucky.
BOAT, TRAILER, and
motor, 6250.00. • •
between noon and 4:30
MOVING: MUST
registered poodle.
8182.
SEWING MACHINE
duty, full size.
Sale 147.99. Heavy chi
regular $99.95. Sa
Deluxe rig zig. Re
Sale $95.47. Soper del
Regular $159.95.
Roby ,Sales, Highway
Kentucky.
FOR S
Sharp
do
hardtop,
lNaChe
power,Impala, V-8 auto
$1095.00.
1967 Chevrolet
two door hardtop,
power and air, au
burgundy with bla
top, $595.00.
1 9 6 8 Olds
Delmont, two door
power,
wiwith
with blwaecr,
it vi
$1195.00.
1968 Plymout
Satellite, two d I
with
power
automatic, white
Sharp 1968 Mus
automatic with
avacado green,
GLEN ST
ALMO, K
PHONE
green,

ONE ROW tobacco
753-1875.
SOFA BED and •
8mm Kodak moicie
projector, $40.00.
fishing motor
$30.00. Phone 753-•
CHEVROLET-I'.1
body, but new corn
engine. New Rea
never been used.
SS mag wheels.
after 5:00p.M.
HARMONY GUI
new. Will sacrifi
Phone 753-0930
Monday through Fr
ELECTRIC RA
Frigidaire, in g
Priced reasonab
0502.
SADDLE MARE
anybody. Phone 4
ELECTRIC PO 3
100 of them.
Trucking Compa
489-2189.
MOBILE HOME
bedrooms, furni
9704.

YON

....•..

.4 NiiilL3Z

1111111.1111

FOR SALE

30

WANT TO BUY small foreign
SEARS ZIA' cheat
car in price range of
$300,00 to condition, $100.00. freezer, good
Phone 753$400.00. Phone 753-6955 after 5:00
0801.
p.m.
A30C
M IP

AKC REGISTE
puppies, $65.00 a
753-2729.
FLOOR FAN,20"
electric. One y
Ellis Drive. •
HOUSE TRAI
completely
condition, $2,000.
4231.
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Call
753-1916

•••I.

sell It With A Classified
••••••

FOR SALE
KIRBY VACUUMS-lie- shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
carpet. New and used vacuums
or sale. For demonstration
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753Mayl9C
0359.

I'OR SALE
CONSOLE-SPINET piano.
Wanted responsible party to
assume payments on console
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be
seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, 2341, East Virginia,
Evansville, Indiana 47711. M1C

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Ad 75C3a1916

SERVICES OFFERED

' Another View

vommeomemseamiiiir
-•vrit
Termites
Eat Your Home

Route Salesman
Murray Area

SERVICES OFFERED

Spiders

#P-P

Ambitious young man, sales experience helpful

Carry Germs

ARMSTRONG'S best line ot 4 ply
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful nylon whitewall tires.
but not required. Guaranteed weekly salary, plus
condition. Complete for $1850.00. 775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
see.
must
Phone 753-6262. You
x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
commission. Six paid holidays, paid vacation, paid
May 21C 825
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
insurance for employee and family. High school
rong Custom supreme 4
NEW 19" color Television, $299.95 Armst
all
whitew
series
78
ter
!,ear
while they last. Roby Sales, High- ply polyes
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the
or equivalent
r.
Summe
and
..
way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May tires.
Winter
round.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $19.40 + $2.42
2C
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless H78 s 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + 62.89
ng
anci
"Fin
on.
llati
Insta
Armstrong's best line of
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
available". Phone 753-8407 or 753- polyester glass belted whitewall
May MINC tires.
8992.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
.reE5
21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton '178 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
•41slarragwred
ool
4-30
Iv.. Syndoca10.I.
o io
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + 12.96
MurraN hy
100 S 13th Street
Briggs & Stratton engine, power
Nile
or
ON'S
Day
14
NATI
'THE
753-39
G
TIN
Phone
WAS
S
NOW WHO'
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding sns x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
•••••44V
ENERGY?"
mower, 25" cut, Briggs & L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. Armstrong's best line of
NOTICE
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
NOTICE
riding mower, 30" cut, Bfiggs & polyester steel belted whitewall
H.P.
7
5.
1323.9
,
engine
v Member Chamber of Commerce
Stratton
tires.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68
Stratton engine, electric start,
68
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest WILL PAINT colorful characters
$399.95. Roby Sales Highway
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 -t $2.87
Control, phone 753-3944 100 South on walls or nursery or child's
May2C
Benton, Kentucky.
and transportation,
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
If you have an adequate crew,tools
13th Street, "Every day you room, such as one in the Murray
you. Plenty of
for
ble
glass
availa
ster
Polye
rong
work
tract
Armst
ubcon
haves
we
delay lets bugs have their way." Calloway County Public Library.
aiion
BOAT, TRAILER, and outboard belted wide 70 series with raised
TFC Please call Mrs. Adams 753-1982.
around in all areas. For More inform
year
work
45
767-47
Phone
0.
motor, $250.0
y, 2093, South Eteltline High.
'M2C
Smidd
letters
white`
Jack
call
or
apply
A30C
between noon and 4:30 p.m.
tank
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
septic
on
MATE
ESTI
way. Paducah, Ky., 442-5479.
FREE
/170 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
4040••40-40•••
•
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
MOVING: MUST sell AKC Armstrong hylon glass belted ••••••••••••••••••••••PPP*•••••••••
753Phone
parking lots, seal coating. For
registered poodle.
proven sales
brush free estimate phone Joe Ford
A30C wide 60 series with raised white WANTED RECEPTIONIST. List IF YOU have a
WILL DO trash and
ed
8182.
Train
sell,
•
think you can
letters.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone Construction
Company,
and give three potential or
+ $3.18 qualifications
have desire to earn $500.00 to
TFC Mayfield, 247-6937.
and
32-F,
d
Box
ience
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53
May 30C
753-6130.
P.O.
Exper
•
Write
nces.
refere
g
willin
are
and
$3.66
+
A30C $1000.00 a month
duty, full size. Regular $79.95. L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44
Ky.
y,
Murra
you.
to
•Qualified
Armstrong's best highway
to work, we want to talk
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
AIR I•OMPRISM iRS
You must have a car, be over 21
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. read truck tire, tube type.
iceinterior-city, or farm. Quality
tiers
&
s
Stalls
E.
Buel
-Sale
apfor
neat
paid
Ad
Pol
a
have
years old,
AUTOS FOR SALE
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95.
ttee, Butt E.
ign
Commi
Campa
work, reasonably priced. C & J
SW(
or
D
MI:S
men
ELAN
("MI
DIXI
+ $2.58
pearance, we need two
Stalls, Jr., Treas. Box 69,
Sale 695.47. Super deluxe zig zig. 650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93
ng Contractors. Phone 437CO.
Painti
area. For perMurray, Ky.
May 7NC
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40 MUSTANG-1966, V8 engine, women in your
753-30114 Day or Night
4712.
John
Mr.
to
write
iew
$2.80
+
interv
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, 700x 15 -6 ply, $21.67
nteed-$895.00. Phone 753- sonal
Guara
Work
All
atic,
autom
Zip
Ky.
,
Fulton
May 2C 750 x 16 - 8 ply, 628.07 + $3.69 0001 or see at 1654, Calloway. M1C W. Isbell, Box 442
CARPET CLEANING - Prof
Kentucky.
code 42041, giving age, sex, ad825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
,
. Commercial or residential
Fulton
sional
South
GE,
753LOUN
If You
WILL MOW yards. Phone
and telephone number. M2C RAYS
dress
10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
x
20900
nable prices. Free
reaso
at
nite
Must
day
mojc
.
Thurs
Tennessee. Every
FOR SALE
SKYLARK-1970, loaded
8257 after 600 p.m.
1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
estimate. Will furnish references.
partially rebuilt
eman And The Pack."
"Wolf
ed,
Wreck
Sharp 1968 Chevrolet two
sell.
1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
,
Open 7:130 p.m., close 12:00
needed parts includeed.
door hardtop, custom
ne
Pho
se
best lug or with all
s
Plea
rong'
Armst
old.
tible,
years
18
conver
be
Must
midnight.
Impala, V-8 automatic with
Also 1969 Catalina
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & 10c
traction type truck tire.
Your
Have proof of age on you. May 7C
some boelSr'-aod motor
power, new tires, light
7
Electric. Repairs made on .all jet
-6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56 needs
x
16
600
green, $1095.00.
repair. Both autos 82400.00.
submersable well pumps. 24
-and
$2.89
+
$22.09
6
ply,
15
670 x
A3OP
Distributors for Shaklee
111.11kMkIIIIM
88.
1967 Chevrolet Impala,
753-05
service.
Phone
emergency
hour
$3.33
+
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30
Products in this areatwo door hardtop, V-8 with
'Authorized Myers dealer. Phone
8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
16
x
750
SupFood
Organic
CHRYSLER-1964-300, power
power and air, automatic,
May 31C
753-5543.
825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + 67.25
household
plements,
ts:
steering, power brakes, air,
Resul
burgundy with black vinyl
No
If
68.51
+
$69.92
900 x 20 - 10 ply,
cleansers, Lo%ue
automatic. Fine condition.
top, $595.00.
1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
Phone
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Cosmetics. Male-Female
0. Phone 767-4745, between
$400.0
1968 Oldsmobile
To
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + 611.50 noon and 4:30p.m.
part •
or
Complete Home
Full
.
A30C
Couple
p
or
hardto
door
two
nt,
Delmo
Sales, Highway 68,
ge
Roby
avera
4th
N.
Above
106
green
time.
Remodekng
with power, light
May 9C
Standard Oil is looking for
0
Benton, Ky.
p.m.,
5:00
TRUCK 1970 Dodge D-600, 175"
e
Befor
earnings.
with black vinyl top,
Ky
Murray.
FREE tSTIMATE
ambitious, capable men
0
W.B.. 361 cu. eng., 2-speed 17,000
$695.00.
Then
TIFUL AKC registered toy lb. axle, 5-speed transmission.
who want to be their own
:EAU
Mary
&
Joe
0
ct:
s
Conta
Sport
611
753-8
or
1968 Plymouth
boss! Here is your chance
poodle puppies, white, black
Brand new 900x20-12 ply tires,
After 5:30 p.m. and
753-0961
Satellite, two door hardtop
Male or female. 6 weeks radio. $2475.00. Near Harpole
make good money and to
to
silver.
202
Box
,
Haley
Jane
power and air,
with
Phone
.
as
$55.00
&Co.
,
n
Simo
future
M.
to
I.
p.m.
A30C
$50.00
sound
a
6:30
Price
Until
build
old.
ry, Hwy.94 west.
SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
automatic, white, M0.00.
M3C Groce
an independent dealer with
753-4469.
Tenn.
City,
Union
your air conditioner will, if not
ers
•
V-8
Memb
Sharp 1968 Mustang
a leading growth company.
CHEVROLET IMPALA 1971,,
serviced properly. Call Morris
a
DRESSE/1115.00. Twin bed with four door hardtop, vinyl roof,
have
we
y
automatic with new tires,
Murra
In
New York Stock
Refrigeration Sales & Service,
springs.'Fireplace screen. power and air, 21,000 miles. Just WANTED SHORT order cook, 0
avacado green, $1150.00.
vacant location at 203 East
away, every
May2C
give
BOOT
.
05.
FREE
$15.00
0
753-72
set,
e
ange
Exch
Dinett
chair.
Lounge
GLEN STARK
Main Street for Lease. You
like new, $2,350.00. Phone 436- 4:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon or 12:00 t
Friday ( women's, men's or
ter
iate
Couch, $20.00. Coldspot air 2368.
carpen
ALMO, KYll
immed
A30C noon to 8:00 p.m. at Irvin Cobb •
an
of
0
get
type
WILL DO any
Phone 753-8611 e
), at Vernon's Boot--Sboe &
conditioner, $35.00. Phone 753PHONE 7534753
jobs. New
teed salary while
small
guaran
A30C pemowwwwwwimanl
or
11.
436-58
Large
Phone
.
.
work.
Resort
Repair
Shoe
M3C
'Western Store and
4909.
VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1963, 200
training, Management
or remodeling Phone 753Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
New paint, WANTED BABY-SITTER, five
.
engine
new
Max' 30('
on
miles
counciling is also Provided
7955.
ONE ROW tobacco setter. Phone FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
new tires, new brakes, rebuilt days week. Phone 436-2295. A30€
by Standard Oil. A broad
M1P
753-1875.
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue front end. $495.00 or best offer.
benefits program is also
WE MOW lawns or will do
ic shampooer Call The Bug Doctor 753-0223 or pi.mkyleeklwmiggeoemio
electr
Rent
.
Lustre
ble.
availa
ing. Phone 437-4296. A30C
trimm
SOFA BED and chair, $40.00.
ing
M3C /
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopp
46.
For Details Call
753-80
and
a
0
camer
mo4e
itmm Kodak
MSC
PART & FULL TIME
Center.
Mr. Paul Dailey
FOR ALL your additionsprojector, $40.00. Good small
FORD VAN, 1963. Good con- E
DAY COUNTER HELP t
Phone-753-2432
remodeling, residential or
M2C P
E
fishing motor (Champion
dition. Phone 489-2626.
NEEDED
or
M1C
commercial. New or old. Free
95.
753-26
P 2/
0
$30.00. Phone
y
Murra
of
North
ML
2
1
Conlin
TFC
John
Mr.
FOR SALE
35C
L.T.1.
new
9,
and
estimates. Call 753-6123.
SS-196
clean
II
VY
'CHE
/ Must be neat,
Phone-821-7604
Luxury
cubic inch engine, posi track 48E
dependable. Apply in 0 (Formerly Neal Starks
CHEVROLET-1960. Not good
Madisonville, Ky.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow
from 2-5 p.m.
body, but new completely rebuilt
Mobile Home
0
0 person
)
Sons
&
TFC
H
&
M
of
set
one
A
,
Barstereo
Phone Paris,642-6551
hubs,
and
car
Larry
bar,
Mr.
0 Contact
engine. New Realistic
*12'x 65'
9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Paris,
nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef. j
never been used. Five Chevelle
E
BICYCLE DEALERSHIPS JERRRY'S REFINISHING &
*2 Bedroom
Tennessee 642-0445 between 9:00• 1304 West Malin.
SS mag wheels. Phone 753-8133
M1 •
available. Manufacturer wants to Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
t
p.m.
M1C
10:00
and
a.m.
*2 Bath
after 5:00p.m.
establish new bicycle dealer- South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
il
:emm
sh
TA Corona, 4 speed, .‘Lweweibleeekie
Spani
TOYO
tiful
1971
*Beau
ships. First time offered in this Jerry MeCoy, owner. ( 502) 492HARMONY GUITAR, brand
air conditioned, up to 30 M.P.G. WANTED SOMEONE to live in
TFC
area. Full factory training. In- 8837.
Decor
Dad
.
My
for
$35.00
Vote
Your
for
ice
sacrif
new. Will
Excellent condition, $1500.00. Call with elderly lady. Must send
to $8,000. Call 317$2,700
ent
vestm
p.m.
5:00
Phone 753-0930 after
A30C references immediately to Rout/.
Phone 753-5452 436-5574.
M3C
662-3904.
Monday through Friday. M1NC
2, Box 142, Murray,Ky.
a
PINTO 1971 sedan, 1600 cc
••11
O
OOOO
M4P
ell•le••••1OOOOO
fresh engine, four speed transmission. 42071.
BOAT REPAIR
•
•
ELECTRIC RANGE, white, BELTONE FACTORY
&
NT
GEME
MANA
make
all
for
•
M2C
ies
Phone 753-7740.
Frigidaire, in good condition, hearing aid batter
Let us repair your
•
•
Walls Drugs. M2C
•
Priced reasonable. Phone 753- hearing aids.
damaged boat, wood, glass
MANAGEMENT
Old
Years
21
•
•
Over
M1C
1966 FORD Galazie X-L, ex•
Pol. Ad., Paid for by Karl
0502.
or metal, small or large
Male or Female
•
•
WELL kept carpets show the cellent condition, good tires,
TRAINEES
Futrell, RH 1, Murray,
boats.
•
•
g
evenin
or
ng
Morni
Lustre
r Blue
•
•
power steering and factory air.
Ky.
SADDLE MARE, gentle for results of regula
Call 436-2211 or
M1C spot cleaning. Rent electric Can be seen at 314 South 13th
•
• Immediate openings •
anybody. Phone 492-8360.
t,
Marke
Pik
KwikM2P
$1.
shampooer
St.
753-0224
available. Must be neat, •
MSC
MUSIC
ic, •
siast
ELECTRIC POLES, used. Over Five Points.
enthu
,
clean
•
11 11B
11.
1111
111
. •
f
Go4harina
CHEVY II SS-1966, new L.T.1 350
. all11111
Repair
100 of them. Phone Robinson
and f
• energetic and be capable to • FlemingPIANO TUNINGSTEPPING stones cubic inch engine, posi track 488
U
ered
ties.
Regist
sibili
Trucking Company, 753-5167 or CONCRETE
respon
12.
Jerry Cain, 753-87
I assuming
L
•
Art and concrete splash blocks • rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow
e; Beautiful • Attractive salary ranging •
489-2189.
craftsman Piano Technician PIANO IN storag
With Capability
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
•
y.
Murray Lumber Company, 104 bar, and hubs, one set of M & H
locall
d
TFC spinet-console store
.from $110 tit $150 per week
Guild,
M2C
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
two
Pairs,
.
,
.
ple
Phone
Street
9.0-29.5-15 slicks
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50'
Reported like new. Responsible • and other benefits offered. •
U
try. Phone 753-5897 days or
e
carpen
and Prid
on
Tennessee 642-0445 between 9:00
bedrooms, furnished. Phone 753TUNING- Repair- party can take a big saving
TFC
to Contact Mr. Dailey in • 753-7625 nights.
PIANO
Towers
TV
M5NC
M1P
p.m.
and
Write
10:00
a.m.
ce.
9704.
Prompt expert low payment balan
• person or send resume to
Pay commensurate with
rebuilding.
& Antennas
ri
, Missou
Burger Chef, 1304 West
service. 15 years experience. Joplin Piano CD., Joplin
experience and ability
DOZER WORK; trucking,
NOVA 1969, red two door coupe
Lowest Prices Ever
M2P *
• BULL
Ben W. 64801.
AKC REGISTERED toy poodle
sale.
for
seen
Main.
t
be
pianos
Can
•
Rebuil
.
ioning
condit
air
r
bank gravel, fill dirt and
with
Cente
•
also
e
Servic
Phone
TV
.
$70.00
and
puppies, $65.00
•
A3OP
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,. Phone
at 110 North 9th.
topsoil Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
M1C
Central Shopping Center
es•••■OOOOOOOOOOOOO
TFC
753-2729.
1.
53-891
7
65
or
753-58
354-816i, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
Phone
753-4953
Ward
or
ry
Superi
gome
ROL
Mont
PEST
CONT
D
safety
FOUN
20"
FLOOR FAN,
LOST &
s A
FOR SALE
PAINTING" Willie's Interiot &
. 617 TRUCK LOAD sale Thoma
1203 Chestnut
electric. One year old, $12.50
i.ree
,
10,000
01V
0
Painting.
.
n
l
:WY
toners
Germa
in
FOR
pest
contro
best
WWnt
THE
condft
Exterior
e
MIP Edison air
BLACK femal
. Ellis Drive.
Por LOST
service and termite control call estimates. Phohe 753-4832, 8:00
10 percent oft all Returned
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. 350 HONDA. 1972,hz $600.00, or WANT A second income?
the New Concorderd
in
sheph
set
Goods
d
Superior Exterminating Com- a.m. to 4.00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, will let take over payments for oPPotinlogy to work part time,
Cherry Corner vicinity. Rewar
Open till 7-00 P.M. •
M1C
ial
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55',
financ
436Roby
May 3C 4:00 p.m.
or
pany, 753-7266.
.
have
$31810
,
$65.00
80
BTU,
own hours,
$286.00. 26.000
$150.00. Also 1962 Comet
Offered. Phone 436-22
completely furnished. In good Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
70. Mayl1C 2173.
M IC
753-14
MIP
Phone
ty.
85.
securi
435-45
Phone
condition, $2,000.00. Phone 437' May 2C
ajoc Kentucky..
4231.

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Apply May 1-2 (3:00-7:00 p.m.)
Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.

to

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

Industrial Towel &
Uniform Service

1
IC

37

:1*

WANTED

IC

Framing Sub-Contractors

i3-

Miss Your Paper

Help Wanted

7 WE'VE
•
MOVED

ye
ier
!Us

Paper Carrier
First
0

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

753-1916

5C

Bill Houghton

:an
ith
ex
le

•
•

0
ar
tlY
ty
tri
OC

753-7278

JOE ORRIS
118111118181111111111=181
& SONS
Mobile Home "WALKING TALL"
Sales, Inc.

Ty
10
10.
iC

•

0

se

Alm=753-9636=d

to
is

WANTED!

is

Earl Futrell

•t
re
25

for Sheriff
-Teddy Futrell

at

Cooking
Personnel

ip
rs

TRIANGLE INN

a

lb

SHERIFF
BUFORD
PUSSER
Is Coming
to Murray

Wed. 6 to
10 p.m.

riargiiipary
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Nixon Administration Unveils
Sweeping Tax-Reform Proposal

Controls Die Today If
Congress Doesn't Act
WASHINGTON ( AP) Wage-price controls die at midnight unless Congress agrees
today on a compromise bill to
extend presidential authority to
regulate the economy.
a If that authority is to be renewed for one year, both
houses must act on the controls
bill. But the Senate-floor route
has been blocked by maneuvering over a postcard-voter-regis(ration bill.
A minority of Southern and
conservative senators has
stalled the registration bill,
sponsored by Sen. Gale McGee,
D-Wyo. A vote to close off debate on the registration bill was
set for this afternoon.
However, McGee, according
to aides, will not budge from
his position of holding off wageprice action until he gets a final vote on his measure. He
had blocked action on the controls bill when Congress re-

Sparks. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
direction" of the university.
He predicted a relaxation of
the limitation on out-of-state
students at state colleges and
universities and gave Sparks
the credit for influencing the
in thinking. Logan
change
presented Sparks with the first
certificate of merit to be
awarded by the Alumni

ceased 10 days ago.
Meanwhile, there was apprehension over what might happen if President Nixon's largely
voluntary Phase 3 controls are
allowed to lapse.
"In just one day prices could
go up and they would be very,
very difficult to roll back,"
says Sen. William Proxmire, DWis.
But other congressmen suggested that meat prices-which
cannot exceed a ceiling ordered
by Nixon-could be rolled back
if raised, should presidential
control authority expire. Mandatory controls also affect the
food, construction and healthcare industries.
Republicans" dislike several
Senate wage-price amendments
that survived the House-Senate
conference called to reconcile
the different versions of the
bill. These amendments would:
-Require big corporations to
make public their reasons for
raising prices under certain
conditions.
-Give the president the power to allocate fuels throughout
the nation and among independent and major oil companies.
-Expand the ranks of the
mostly working poor exempt
from wage controls.
House Republicans were so
upset with the amendments
that they refused to sign the
conference report and predicted
House defeat for the compromise. That would mean another conference if control were
to be kept.

WRECKAGE OF TWENTY-EIGHT CARS of an !Wands Central Gulf freight train which derailed
near Hickory early Saturday is strown over a large area. No injuries were reported in the derailment. however several persons mere hospitalized after breathing fumes which escaped when a large
storage tank holding ammonia was struck by one of the overturned cars.
(Mayfield Messenger Photo)

Social Security Provision Could
Workmen's Compensation Dues

By SY RAMSEY
at all, but would tremendously
Associated Press Writer
ease the premiums paid by his
The Legislative Research employer to workmen's 'cowCommission has uncovered a pensation insurers. Rates for
little known provision in the deep mining ()Orators have
federal Social Security act more than doubled in recent
which it estimates could save months.
Kentucky employers one-fifth of
The Social Security act protheir workmen's compensation vides that a state may under
premiums annually.
certain circumstances "take
LRC Director Jackson White credit" for payments made by
Association.
said this could be done without Social Security to totally and
Curtis, who will serve again
reducing benefits.
permanently disabled workers.
during the next school year as
He said about $60 million in
president of the student
But a state must elect to do
such insurance is written angovernment, noted that the
so, and Kentucky has not.
nually
and
by
next
year
will
accumulated achievements of
soar to more than $100 million. Thus, the Social Security Adgraduates during Sparks' fiveThus, he said, employers ministration has been "taking
year tenure as president ofcould
save a collective $20 mil- credit" for payments made unfers the best indication of what
lion
and
the steep rates for der the state's workmen's comhis leadership has meant. He
mining
coal operators pensation law.
deep
presented Sparks with a cerA model bill already has been
could
be
reduced.
tificate
establishing
a
drawn
up and, although its lanall
White said in an interview
scholarship and student loan
guage is technical, White said,
this
could
be
accomplished
by
a
fund in his honor,
simple amending act in the 1974 its effect merely is to reverse
Ellis presented the Sparkses a
the current procedure.
silver coffee service on behalf of By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS legislative session which would
He added the change is perallow
Kentucky
to
take
advanthe community and called
Six persons have been killed
fectly valid and moral because
tage
of
an
provision
in
"offset"
Sparks "a gentleman and a in separate accidents on Kenboth the coal operator and his
scholar with all its con- tucky highways over the week- the 1968 federal law.
A
special
fund
takes
care
of
notations."
end, pushing the statewide trafMiss Smith, who was fic fatality toll for the year to high risk claims such as those
in deep coal mining and is replpresented a $500 check for her Tel.
enished by periodic assessselection
as
the
10th
through
The toll stood at 333
ments of all types of employdistinguished professor, offered this date last year.
Gary Eversole, 18, of Frank- ers.
a thank you to the Sparkses "for
Nearly 85 per cent of special
entrusting the faculty of fort, was killed and three
Murray state University with youths critically injured Sunday fund awards last year went to
their prime responsibility, the' when their car left Kentucky victims of black lung, a respisacred task of teaching."
305 and struck a tree. State Po- ratory disease prevalent in the
OWENSBORO, Ky. (A?) "When Harry M. Sparks had lice said the youths were pin- coal fields.
This represents a cost assess- The president of Texas Gas
the courage to become ned in the car about 45 minment against workmen's com- Transmission Corp. says the
president of Murray State utes,
University, he literally gave
Injured were Charles Wright, pensation insurers of about 25 firm will pass along to conhimself to his faculty. He en- 22, William Biiinkenship, 27, per cent of all employers' pre- sumers whatever price increases it faces-and adds that
trusted that faculty with the and Carl Morgan, 16, identified miums.
Statistics also indicate almost the firm expects some sharp
responsibility of making a real as the driver of the car. All are
and lasting contribution to the from Frankfort. State Police 7 per cent of other injuries in ones.
F. K. Rader, president of the
institution which they both were said they were taken to a the coal industry are for percompany which supplies dismanent total disability.
to serve. To each member, then, Louisville hospital.
A coal miner in Kentucky is tributors serving more than
he entrusts not only the students
The accident occurred about
covered
both by workmen's half of Kentucky's natural gas
future
but
and the university's
one-half mile south of Bagdad.
customers, says he expects the
also himself, his ego, his hapCurtis Langford, 26, of Arjay compensation and Social Securas
piness,
and
even
his In Bell County, was killed Sun- ity, but can receive only a fixed firm will be paying twice
now
as
it
1980
gas
by
for
much
amount
for
his
disease
or
disreputation."
day when the car he was riding
Pays.
She presented him with a In left Kentucky 66 at Arjay ability.
Rader said the firm, which
White said the switch from
bound book of letters from his and struck an unoccupied mopays an average of 72
now
state
to
federal
benefits
would
friends
and
associates bile home. The driver, Jack
per thousand cubic feet of
cents
not
affect
the
worker's
benefits
—throughout his career.
Rice, 20, of Arjay, was hospigas, probably will be paying
-Ginger,following a humorous talized.
about 40 cents by 1980.
account of Sparks' career,
A 26-year-old Central City
Such an increase-passed on
• observed that "the end of his man, Henry Eugene Doss, was
to the consumer-would cost
Influence in Kentucky will be killed when his car left U.S. 431
about 20 cents
generations down the road." He at Drakesboro and struck a
more
y
or $6 more per
, presented Sparks with a plaque carwash early Sunday.
month,
id.
of recognition from the state
A Jefferson County youth,
Earlier in April, the U.S.
board of education that has Ronald Lee Lewis, 16, was
Court of Appeals for the Fifth
been awarded on only two killed Saturday when his
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D. Circuit at New Orleans upheld
previous occasions.
motorcycle collided with a (A?)- The trading post in the a decision by the Federal PowJoining Logan, a former state motorcycle driven by another
center of this Indian-occupied er Commission which granted a
senator and now chairman of youth. Officers said that neither
village burned to the ground 6-cent price increase per thouthe Public Service Commission, motorcycle had lights and the
late Sunday night, an Interior sand cubic feet of new gasas new officers of the youths were riding down the
Department spokesman said
boosting the price from 20 to 26
association were Edwin 0. white dividing line of Cooper
Thomas Oxendine, director of cents. Some observers forecast
Norris of Kingsport, Tenn., as Chapel Road in Jefferson
communications for the Bureau that substantial price hikes for
president-elect, and James H. County when the crash ocof Indian Affairs ( BIA), said the late 1970s if Congress rePeanuts) Johnson of Owen- curred.
some unidentified smaller moves price ceilings on gas to
as
vice-president.
sboro
stimulate exploration.
A Chicago man, James Darn- buildings also were burned.
Five new representatives of
Federal officers maintaining
Rader said Texas Gas will
the executive council were also ran, was killed Saturday when
a perimeter some 1,200 yards have to pay the 26-cent rate unrecognized-Jack S. Anderson his car ran off U.S. 60 in Livoutside the village said they did mediately for part of its gas,
of Mayfield and Dr. Ronald L. ingston County about six miles
not know the causeof the fire, The firm owns a gas explorBabb, Ronald W. Beshear, Joe east of Smithland.
Ralph Edward Thompson, 19, • which they observed through ation subsidiary which has proDick and Mrs. Elizabeth F.
of Hestand in Motifoe County, binoculars. They did not think duced about 5 per cent of the
Hart, all of Murray.
Twenty-five year service was killed Saturday in a head- anyone had been injured, Oxen- company's needs, but the other
95 per cent is purchased from
awards were presented to five on crash on Kentucky 163 two dine said.
Members of the American In- large producers.
people-Dr. L.J. Hortin, miles south of Tompkinsville.
dian Movement (AIM) who
director of raurnalism; ,Mrs.
took over the village Feb. 27
Lucille Thurman,cashier; John
had been using the trading post
C. Winter, associate professor
as
a sleeping quarters and
of music; George 71i Lilly,
gathering place.
vice-chairman of the departWomen's Lib is leading to
Judge Robert 0. Miller alp be
Meanwhile, federal sources
ment of industrial education; more worhen alcoholics, Mr.
speaker at the meeting of the
said
a
round
of
peace
talks
and Miss Frances E. Brown, W.H. Kenyon, director of the
scheduled to resume today Delta Department of the
associate professor of home Mersciside Council on Alcomight be the government's fi- Murray Woman's Club to be
holism in England reported
economics.
nal attempt to end the 63-day held Tuesday, May 1, at 7 30
recently.
Scholarship recipients were
occupation
at the negotiating p.m. at the club house
alago
only
one
few
years
A
also recognized during the
"New Methods of .4 I,((Tie
table.
program, as were the classes of coholic in nine was a woman.
."I think the clock is running Prevention" wW be the theme
he
infour
or
five,
Now
it
is
one
1948
class
1973 and 1948. The
mit on how long the govern- of the program with Mrs.
held a 25-year reunion prior to says
ment will exercise patience and Ewen Allbritten as program
the banquet
FAXON MEET
restraint in this matter," said chairman
Members of the Sparks
Hostesses will be Mesdaines
The Faxon Mothers Club will Interior Department Solicitor
family including his mother, meet Wednesday, May 2, at 130 Kent Frizzell after an antici- Goerge Hart, Vernon Roberts,
Mrs. Lena Sparks, were special p.m. at the school. Refresh- pated meeting with the Indian W. J. Gibson, Walter Raker, and
guests at the banquet.
Miss Sue Fairless.
ments will be served.
was not held Sunday.

Six Killed
On State
Highways

Price Hikes
Expected By
Texas Gas

Wounded Knee
Trading Post
Burns Sunday

Women's Lib 'making
. more alcoholics'

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon administration today unveiled a tax-reform program
that would tighten loopholes to
"remove the spectacle of highincome taxpayers who pay no
tax by parlaying tax deductions
and exclusions."
One proposal would establish
a minimum taxable income.
Another would limit what the
administration called "artificial
accounting losses."
The package also would provide property-tax relief for the
elderly, an investment tax
credit for oil and gas exploration to meet the energy crisis,
and a tuition credit for students
in nonpublic schools.
It includes a simplified tax
form called 1040s which is designed to make tax time easier
for about 20 million Americans.
The new form includes an over65 credit and liberalized deductions for child care.
Secretary of the Treasury
George P. Shultz presented the
administration's tong-awaited
tax-reform plan to the House
Ways and Means Committee,
which isn't expected to act on it
for several months.
The administration is not asking for a general tax increase,
which Shultz said is both "unnecessary and undesirable."
The government expects to

Judge Miller Speaker
For Delta Department

employes pay for Social Secarity coverage.
''We don't have the exact figures, but it would appear that
nearly all black lung claims
would be in the affected class
except those involving death
claims," White said.
Why haven't the insurance
companies tried to find a way
to reduce the state employer's
burden?
"There's no reason $e1!
them to want to reduce premiums," White said. ...the
higher the premium, the more
money they take in and the
more consequently they can invest and profit from."
He said the agents, whose
commissions are based on
gross premiums, similarly lack
motivation to get premiums
cut.
"The employer is the only
source of any lobbying effort to
accomplish what we have found
to be available through the Social Security act," White said.
Furthermore, the LRC director said, workmen's compensation is as poor as automobile insurance in the inefficiency of its delivery system.
He said it returns less than 60
cents of each premium dollar
to the claimant and his attorney while consuming more than
40 cents in commissions, adjustment expenses,
trative costs and other f
expenses.
This compares unfavorably,
he said, with Social Security's
return of 97 cents and Blue
Cross-Blue Shield's payment of
93 cents for each $1 received in
contributions or premiums.
White also cited the fraud
factor in payment of benefits to
alleged black lung victims.
He said it has been estimated
that as high as 15 per cent of
claims are dubious, and that
this adds uncertainty to the viability of the current system of
workmen's compensation.

Graduation. ..
- (Continued from Page 1)

Daniel Francis Gluibizzi,
James T G'reer. Carl David
Hardie, Karen Qualk Hargrove.
.1.(' Henderson, Martha Ann
Hendon, Charles Wayne Henry,
Debra Jane Luther Hill, Ronald
I .aurence Hopkins.
Glenn Dale Hughes, Joe Pat
Hutson, Carolyn Kay Jones,
Suzan Kennedy, Edward Steven
Knight, .Jerry L. Knight, Mark
Adolphus Lassiter. Kathy Ann
Lockhart, Jerry D. Lowery,
Christine Rebecca Mist°,
Rebecca Misto,
Maley,
Martin
Glenn
Kathleen Phyllis Martin, Mary
Ruth McCuiston, David Lee
McMullin, Patricia Gammon
McMullin, Timothy Wayne
Morgan, Debbie Steele Moss,
Robert Paul Myers, Charlie R.
Owens, Frances D. Owens,
Donna June Pierce, John R.
Quertermous
Pamyla Marie Reddick, Jay
Richey. Rebecca To
W
Robertson, Terry Robert
Robinson, Mary Carolyn
Russell, Pamela Lois Rutledge
Rosemary Scott, Donna Mae
Shirley. Richard G. Sims,
Milissa Ann Sledd, Alesia Gail
Smith, .James Gary Smith.
Sparks,
Yvette
Sophie
Richard Allan Swain. Neale A.
Sykes, Gary Thomas Taylor,
Ralph Athen Tesseneer III.
Patricia Anne Thurman, Nancy
Ellen Veazey, T. William
Walker. 1.inda Ellen Watson,
Susan Dianne West, Glenda
Joyce White,
Larry D. Wisehart, Eddie B.
Young. and Fannie Lee Young.
Master's Degrees
Marcia Ayer, Lewis Edward
Baber.
Michael
Joseph
Barrette. Guy Arthur Battle III,
Allan Lane Beane, Peggy Jane
Bowling. f oretta Joy Boyd,
C. Loyd Canter, Lee D.
Crump. lagdish D. Dassani,
The Hamlin Postoffice, Steven J. Delker. Robert I.
located at.the intersection of Garlich, .Timmy D. Geurin,
Highway 444 and 1918, known as Betty Lou Hill, Joseph Robert
the Kirby Jennings Trail, is Houston, James Vernon
observing National Postal Johnston
Morteza Noliklan, Cameron
week, according to Allene M.
Goode 1.ove, Dorothy .Jean
Claxton, postmaster.
Mrs. Claxton said the Hamlin Lund. Donald Ross Maley:
Postoffice was started in 1894 by Stephen W. Moody. Kenneth
the late Postmaster Richard Lee Mosher, James D. McAdolphus Hamlin who had a Clure,
Patsy Ann-Nichols-lames W.
large store there at the bank of
the Tennessee River. It has Nix, Titus Okorifkolo, Charles
been said that the Postoffice has Hugh OutIand. Shirley,, Evans
Parks, Emily Claire Perry-. •
been moved about six times.
JD. Rayburn H. Ronald Jay
The present postmaster, Mrs.
Claxton, said to her knowledge, Sheppard. Therasakdi
Reed, Tangpoenphonvivatana-Jimmy
Johnnie
"Uncle"
deceased,was postmaster some Lee Wells, and James Dwight
thirty odd years. Mrs. Bertha Wolfe.
Associate Degrees
Young served as postmaster for
l')ottj I., Hale, Poilisy Ann
eleven years at the present
location retiring due to ill Hopkins. Mary Jannette
.larrett. Bonita Gail .Jones, and
health.
Mrs. Claxton was appointed Eva Ionise Williams
officer in charge on May 31,
1969, and was appointed postmaster on July 1, 1971 by
Postmaster General W. Blount.

Postoffice.At Hamlin Will
Observe Week

Mrs. Schroader's

W. J. Kingins_is the staf route
carrier for.' the Hamlin
Postoffice.

Father Succumbs

Joseph CoveahaY: of Towson,
The Hamlin Postoffice is Md., father of Mrs. -Bobby
open from eight a.m. to five Schroeder of Almo, died there
p.m. Monday through Saturday. Saturday
Funeral services will be held
Mrs. Claxton is assisted by her
husband, E. J. (Jake) Claxton Tuesday at ten a.m, at the John
and daughter, Mrs. Jeannie Burns Funeral Home, 'Lawson,
Md.
Hamra of Hamlin.

gain $800 million in tax revenue
by closing the two loopholes,
but would lose $11 billion
through the other changes, inchiding $500 million on a property-tax credit for the elderly
and $400 million on tax simplification.
Shultz told the committee the
tax-reform measures are designed to "collect a reasonable
amount of income taxes from
those citizens who are not now
paying a fair share of the tax
burden."
The "widespread tax-shelter
market introduces significant
distortions into our economy,"
Shultz said. It also has "a dangerously demoralizing effect on
the operation of our revenue
system."
The minimum-taxable-income proposal would prevent a
taxpayer's exclusions and
deductions from offsetting more
than one-half of his income
Thus, he would have to pay
taxes on at least half his
revenues
Shultz said the great majority
of high-income persons are responsible taxpayers, but "taxpayers who have large income
and pay little or no tax do exist
in limited, but significant, numThe limitation on artificial
accounting losses is designed to
eliminate the practice of using
losses from one business activity to offset earnings of another.
Shultz said that, if Congress
approves the package, losses on
income-producing property
henceforth could only be deducted from future earnings on the
property that lost money.
The loss "may not be used to
offset or shelter other unrelated
income of the taxpayer," Shultz
said.
"Taxpayers may still purchase investments on which the
Income can be tax-free for substantial periods, but the tax
system will no longer pay them
to buy such investments," he
said.
The changes apply to individuals, except for farmers. They
do not apply to corporations.
Low-and middle-income elderly persons would receive a
refundable credit for propertytax payments exceeding 5 per
cent of household income, up to
a maximum 000.
Equivalent relief would be
provided for elderly renters,
with the credit based on the
amount of rent assessed by the
landlord to pay his property

taxes. Usually this is about 15
per cent of rent, the administration said.
The elderly, as well as working mothers, also would benefit
from the proposed simplified
tax form.
A taxpayer over 65 would receive a special credit. From a
$1,500 base amount, the taxpayer would deduct Social Security and railroad retirement
benefits and could subtract 15
per cent of the difference from
his tax bill.
The age credit would replace
the complex retirement-income
credit and would result in an
over-all tax reduction for the
elderly of about $200 million.
Proposed Form 1040S also
would streamline deductions by
providing a miscellaneous-deduction allowance of $500 for
every taxpayer who itemizes
deductions.
Not everyone would qualify
for Form 1040S, Shultz said, but
it would benefit "the more than
20 million taxpayers with
simple family and financial
transactions."
The tax credit for nonpublic
school tuition would apply to 50
per cent of tuition paid to nonprofit schools up to a maximuin
credit of $200 per child. The
credit, which would be refundable, would be phased out for
families earning above $18,000.
The proposal, which already
is included in the administration's 1974 budget, would
cost the government about $300
million.
The proposed investment
credit for exploratory drilling
for oil and gas is designed to
encourage domestic exploration
"for which there is critical
need," Shultz said.
He said a driller of a new exploratory well could claim a 7per-cent investment credit for
his intangible drilling costs plus
an allowance for geological and
geophysical expenses.
There would be a supplementary credit of 5 per cent
against the first tax due if the
exploratory well is productive.
Shultz told the committee the
administration's
tax-reform
Proposals "will increase the
fairness of the fax system and
remove the spectacle of highincome taxpayers who pay no
tax by parlaying tax deductions
and exclusions."

Draft Board. . .
I Continued from Page 11

Mrs. Lawson
Succumbs
At Home

Mrs. Adams started as
assistant to the chief clerk, the
late Mrs. Mary Neale, when the
office was located on the second
floor of the Gatlin Building at
4th and Main Streets, and
served with Mrs. Neale until
1947 when the draft board was
closed.
The draft board was reopened
Mrs. Birdie Adams Lawson of in June 1948 and small draft
518 South 13th Street died calls were in January and
suddenly Saturday at 12:30 p.m. November of 1948 before the
at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Korean conflict started, Mrs.
Joe E. Emerson of Murray. She Adams became head at the
was 71 years of age.
Selective Service office here on
The Murray woman was the September 10, 1950, and her first
wife of Lynn Lawson of the draft call for three for the
Stella community who died Korean Conflict was that
December 30, 1960. She was a month. Inductions continued
member of the Zion Primitive that year and in 1951, but were
Baptist Church at Mayfield. small in 1952 and 1953.
Born November 8, 1901, in
Many enlistments of service
Graves County, she was the men from World War II were
daughter of the late Edd completed in 1953, and inThomas Adams and Ora Hill ductions were stepped up in 1954
Adams.
to keep quotas for the number of
Mrs. Lawson is survived by men in the Armed Forces.
two daughters, Mrs. Joe
Draft calls were low during
(Wanda(- Williford of Murray the intervening years until the
Route One and Mrs. Joe E. start of the Vietnam War in 1963
(Linda) Emerson, 1503 Chaucer when the calls were increased.
Drive, Murray; two sons, Ted
During the past year or so,
Lawson of Glendale Road, most of the draft calls have
Murray, and Merritt Lawson of been filled with volunteers.
Murray Route, Eight; six Mrs. Vinson said nineteen year
grandchildren; one great olds with lottery numbers one
grandchild.
through twenty might be
Also surviving are three processed and sent for
sisters, Mrs. Beanl (Gladys) examinations just to keep a
Darnell of LaCenter, Mrs. Carl backlog of men in case of a
( Anna Faye) Hoke of Murray national emergency. She furRoute One, and Mrs. Martin ther said those with lottery
(Treva) Block of Fort Camp- number up to 95 might be sent
bell; three brothers,-Hill Adams for examinations if the need
of Mayfield Route'Seven, Fred EITOSe.
Adams of Murray Route One,
This is the second time the
and Tom Adams Of Gainesville, local draft board has been
Fla.
closed since it was opened in
Funeral services were held 1940. During World War II the
this morning at ten o'clock at draft calls were very large and
the chapel of the Blalock- the inductees and their families
-Coleman Funeral Home with would line the hall of the Gatlin
Elder Paul Poyner officiating. Building on theday of induction.
Pallbearers were Greg The inductees would then be
Lawton, Randy Lairson, Tont,
. escorted to the front of the First
Williford, Kevin Laivson, Dale Baptist Church to have their
Bucy, and Hal Adams.
pictures taken by Hunter Love,
Interment was in the Murray long
time
Murray
Memorial Gardens with the photographer, before boarding
arrangements by the Blalock- the' bus to be taken for inColeman Funeral Home.
duction.
r
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